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Foreword
The International Energy Agency (IEA), founded in November 1974, is an autonomous body within the
framework of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), which carries out
a comprehensive programme of energy co-operation among its member countries.
The IEA Photovoltaic Power Systems Programme (PVPS) is one of the technological collaboration
programmes (TCP’s) on research and development within the International Energy Agency (IEA). IEA
PVPS has been established in 1993, and participants in the programme have been conducting a variety
of joint projects regarding applications of photovoltaic (PV) conversion of solar energy into electricity.
The mission of the PVPS is “…to enhance the international collaboration efforts which accelerate the
development and deployment of photovoltaic solar energy as a significant and sustainable renewable
energy option…”. The underlying assumption is that the market for PV systems is gradually expanding
from the niche‐markets of remote applications and consumer products to rapidly growing ones for
building‐integrated and centralised PV generation systems.
Building Integrated PV (BIPV) is seen as one of the five major tracks for large market penetration of PV,
besides price decrease, efficiency improvement, lifespan, and electricity storage. IEA PVPS Task 15 is an
international collaboration to create an enabling framework and to accelerate the penetration of BIPV
products in the global market of renewables and building envelope components, resulting in an equal
playing field for BIPV products, Building Applied PV (BAPV) products and regular building envelope
components, respecting mandatory, aesthetic, reliability and financial issues.
To reach this objective, an approach based on five key developments has been developed, focused on
growth from prototypes to large-scale producible and applicable products. The key developments are
dissemination, business modelling, regulatory issues, environmental aspects, and research and
development sites.
This Task contributes to the ambition of realizing zero energy buildings and built environments. The
scope of this Task covers new and existing buildings, different PV technologies, different applications, as
well as scale difference from single-family dwellings to large-scale BIPV application in offices and utility
buildings.
The current members of IEA PVPS Task 15 include Austria, China, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Norway, The Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland.
Further information on the activities and results of the Task can be found at www.iea-pvps.org.

Michiel Ritzen, operating agent IEA PVPS Task 15

October 2019
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Executive summary
The given state-of-the-art review of BIPV design and management tools presents recent developments
in BIPV modelling concerning design and management processes with different levels of detail, targeting
various stakeholders and their requirements in the BIPV value chain in relation to geophysical, technical,
economic and environmental aspects. It goes beyond focusing only on PV modelling and gives an
overview of the BIPV tools from the perspective of BIPV integration in design and multi-performance
modelling and planning. The report examines features and functions, as well as potential development
and limitations of currently available tools used in BIPV planning process, including tools specifically
designed for BIPV and PV tools with capacity to simulate certain BIPV cases. Moreover, report provides
information on limitation and reliability of these tools in different settings and for different BIPV
categories, indicating pathways and tools’ selection that would provide the highest confidence and
fidelity of results as well as positive user experience throughout the process.
The report streamlines workflows according to the type and complexity of BIPV integration and offers
pathways and tools suitable for required case. The report included 15 domains of BIPV planning such as
geophysical, technical, economic and environment which affect successful BIPV integration. 27
software, 9 online tools and 4 apps were compared against the aforementioned domains.
The findings of this review showed none of the examined software and apps can cater to all the factors
pertaining to PV project design and management. Results have shown that majority of tools used in BIPV
modelling come from PV domain and consequently still lack important features regarding BIPV
integration, especially for vertical or externally mounted BIPV.
Therefore, this study propose a decision support system which will address stakeholders’ practical
difficulties by providing the main features: (1) a localized data repository which will include weather
information, building regulations, energy consumptions in different building sectors, utility prices,
construction and maintenance costs, contract types, financial modes, carbon prices and government
incentive schemes; (2) efficient 3D model creation of the physical environment; (3) Hourly comparison
of energy input and output; (4) PV layout design optimization; (5) Simulated installation process and
impact analysis; (6) Monitoring and inspection modules with auto diagnosing function; (7) PV system
performance recording; and (8) sensitivity analysis and scenario-based decision making support.
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1. Introduction
Buildings account for approximately 32% of global final energy use, 19% of energy-related greenhouse
gas emissions and 51% of global electricity consumption [1]. Therefore, there is an urgent need to
explore the renewable energy resources which not only meet the increasing energy requirements of the
world but also are environmentally friendly [2]. The long-term role of solar power as a renewable energy
source has recently become a much more popular topic of discussion because of its impact on the future
of energy and reduction of CO2 emissions.
Solar power expansion has happened across continents and in many forms and environmental settings.
It covered a wide range of scenarios, from solar power plants focusing on energy generation for external
use, up to small decentralized solar units generating on-site energy for improving self-sufficiency. Variety
of scenarios have imposed many challenges in planning solar installations mainly concerning optimal
location, climate, specific environmental and urban conditions, electricity prices, grid structure,
incentives, business models, etc.
This is especially noticeable in BIPV field, where non-optimal placements are much more common than
in solar power plants. Therefore, these cases require much higher spatial-temporal granularity to
provide reliable results. Moreover, the granularity of results differs along with design phases, starting
from low detail and rough results for initial feasibility assessments, and ending up with results in high
detail and with high reliability.
From the value-chain perspective, stakeholders’ target information domains and objectives differ and
consequently, they require different types and quality of information. For example, the primary design
goal from a developers’ perspective is maximizing the lifecycle benefits from the PV projects, while
clients and developers are keen to know the payback time in alternative design scenarios by
incorporating the direct cost and benefit items with their financial modes, tax, and incentive policies. On
the other hand, to optimize PV designs building designers need easy access to view the external physical
environment, building features and energy usage, and smart tools to compare alternative designs.
Furthermore, Contractors and Facility Managers want to understand the impact of installation,
operation, and maintenance on their routine practices. From a broader perspective, all these factors
would directly impact government agencies’ decision making on sustainable related policies.
Therefore, to accelerate the implementation of BIPV systems, there is an increase in demand for
convenient software tools for stakeholders, along with the supply chain and planning process that can
be used for design, analysis, and troubleshooting [3]. This report will examine features and functions, as
well as potential development and limitations of currently available tools used in BIPV planning process,
including tools specifically designed for BIPV and PV tools with capacity to simulate certain BIPV cases.
BIPV design and management tools are analyzed in relation to geophysical, technical, economic and
environmental aspects. Moreover, report provides information on limitation and reliability of these
tools in different settings and for different BIPV categories, indicating pathways and tools’ selection that
would provide the highest confidence and fidelity of results as well as positive user experience
throughout the process.
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3. Previous Studies and Reviews
When considering the building attached and integrated PV (i.e. BAPV and BIPV), each project is unique
and therefore requires careful and meticulous planning to increase the efficiency and cost-effectiveness
of the design [4]. There are various tools currently available in the market that are used for BIPV
planning. These tools are available either online, PC-based or as smartphone/tablet applications. Many
studies have used these solar PV design tools for calculating solar irradiance, shading losses, energy
output, and financial viability and carrying out 3D modeling of potential PV installations/projects. Some
examples are given in Table 1 which indicate the specialty of the tools.
Further, several past studies have been conducted to compare the key features of the major tools (See
Table 2). For example, Axaopoulos et al. [5], examined six tools, i.e. TRNSYS, Archelios, Polysun, PVSyst,
PV*SOL, and PVGIS, to compare the energy generation results with the actual data on a grid-connected
19.8 kWp PV installation. A similar study has been performed by Freeman et al., [6] which validated and
compared the energy production result accuracy within SAM, PVsyst 6.1.1, PV*SOL, PVWatts and
RETScreen for nine PV systems. Both studies have compared only energy generation and solar irradiation
results. They did not investigate the accuracy of use of building physics, life cycle costs, financial and
environmental savings calculations, and construction operation and maintenance. Therefore, there is a
necessity to assess the accuracy of other parameters such as building physics, costs, benefits,
government incentives, environmental aspects, operation, and maintenance, etc. which also impact a
solar PV project.
A comprehensive study was done within the framework of IEA SHC Task 41 – Solar Energy and
Architecture [7-10]. The study has reviewed and analyzed the obstacles faced by architects when using
the tools for solar design in the conceptual phase, preliminary design phase, detailed design phase and
the construction drawing phase of a solar project. The study compares 56 software grouped under
computer-aided architectural design (CAAD) tools, visualization tools, and simulation tools (See Table
2). The study has analyzed the selected tools in terms of aesthetic aspects, technical aspects, and
economic aspects. However, this study is done through architects’ perspective in the conceptual phase
to the construction drawing phase of a solar project. Therefore, it does not consider the needs of other
stakeholders in PV projects or the balance phases of a solar project such as commissioning, operation
and maintenance and decommissioning.
Another comprehensive study was done recently within the framework of IEA – PVPS Task 15 - BIPV by
Jakica [11], and it has compared 200 solar design tools with 70 features and their integration in 50 3D,
CAD / CAM, and BIM software packages. The study has classified the software solutions into five main
disciplines: tools for PV and BIPV, tools for optical design, multi-physics, daylighting, whole-building
energy and urban, tools for daylighting and whole-building energy, tools for visualization (images) and
tools for visualization (animations and real-time presentation) and gaming. The study has assessed the
tools for PV and BIPV in terms of parameters such as light sources, available databases, PV performance
models, simulation analysis (rendering/visualization; BAPV/roof-mounted PV/BIPV energy yield;
financial performance parameters), shading, PV technology, design phase, design workflow, method of
computation, computer operating systems system, 3D/BIM integration, interoperability in BIM/CADD
platforms and software price. However, although the study analyzed many features, the study focused
on daylighting and BIPV solar potential in solar design tools. Thus, other parameters such as government
incentives, emissions, cost savings, grid details, structural analysis, construction and commissioning,
operation and maintenance and decommissioning, etc. have not been considered.
Sharma et al., [12] have listed 45 solar design tools classified under simulation tools, economic
evaluation tools, photovoltaic industry-related tools, analysis and planning tools, monitoring and control
tools solar radiation maps and online tools. However, the study has only evaluated 12 major solar design
tools out of the 45 design tools. Unlike the studies mentioned above, it only provides an overview of the
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tools as a function of availability, cost, working platform, working capacities, scope, and output.
Therefore, factors such as environmental parameters, building physics, finance modes construction and
commissioning, operation and maintenance and decommissioning have not been discussed. Apart from
PC or online-based solar design tools, apps are available on smartphones and tablets. These apps use
onboard hardware: GPS, compass, camera, and accelerometer/ inclinometer to calculate annual energy
output based on local information with some even doing it in real-time as the device is moved around
[13]. Several apps perform financial calculations such as system payback time.
S. Freitas et al., [14] analyzed various models and tools that use numerical radiation algorithms coupled
with GIS tools to evaluate complex dynamic overshadowing effects on building surfaces. The review
covered models ranging from simple 2D visualization and solar constant methods, to more sophisticated
3D representation and analysis, and conclude with web-based solar maps that rely on these models to
communicate benefits of solar resources to the public and support for the policy-making process.
Table 1 - Studies which have used PV design and management software
Software used for

Software
RET Screen [15]; [16]; [17]

Evaluation of technical feasibility and financial viability

Homer Pro [18]
Sunnulator [19]

Levelized cost of electricity calculation

SAM [20]; [21]
Polysun [22]

PV system design and performance analysis

PV Sol [22]; [24]
Polysun [25]

Solar irradiation calculation

PV-GIS [26]; [27]
SAM [28]
Skelion [29]

Shading loss analysis

Ladybug [30]
PVsyst [31]; [32]
PVwatts [33]

PV Energy output analysis

Autodesk Revit [34]
PV-GIS [35]

Cell arrays layout optimization

PVsyst [36]

Optimize hybrid renewable technology

Homer Pro [37]
Skelion [29]

3D design

Rhinocerous 3D - Grasshopper
[30]; [38]

Table 2 - Studies on key features of Solar PV design tools
Author

Software
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Klise and Stein [3]

PV Models Developed and Used by Sandia National Laboratories: PVSS,
SOLCEL, Evans and Facinelli Model, PVForm, PVSIM, Sandia Photovoltaic
Array Performance Model, Sandia Inverter Performance Model,
PVDesignPro, Solar Advisor Model
Other PV Performance Models: Parameter Array Performance Model,
PVWatts, PVSYST, PV F-Chart, RETScreen Photovoltaic Project Model, PVSol,
Polysun, INSEL, SolarPro
Simplified PV Performance Models: Clean Power Estimator, PVOptimize,
OnGrid, CPF Tools Solar Estimate
Hybrid System Models Developed and Used by Sandia National
Laboratories: SOLSTOR, HybSim ,Hysim
Other Hybrid System Models: HOMER, Hybrid2, UW-Hybrid (TRNSYS),
RETScreen, PVToolbox, RAPSIM, SOMES, IPSYS, HySys , Dymola/Modelica

Lalwani et al., [40]

RETScreen, TRNSYS, HOMER, INSEL, PV F-Chart, SAM, PVsyst,
SolarDesignTool, ESP-r 11.5, SolarPro, PV DesignPro-G, PV*SOL Expert
CAAD tools: Allplan, ArchiCAD, AutoCAD, Blender, Bricscad, Caddie, CATIA,
CINEMA 4D, DDS-CAD, Digital Project, form•Z,Google SketchUp, Houdini,
IntelliPlus Architecturals, Lightworks, Maya, MicroStation, Revit Architecture,
Rhinoceros 3D, SolidWorks, Spirit, Vectorworks, 3ds Max

Horvat and Dubois Visualization tools: Artlantis, Flamingo, Kerkythea, LightWave, LuxRender,
[7]; Kanters et al. Maxwell Render, Mental Ray, POV-Ray, RenderMan, RenderWorks,
RenderZone, V-Ray and YafaRay
[8]
Simulation tools: bSol, DAYSIM, DesignBuilder, Design Performance Viewer
(DPV), Ecotect, Energy Design Guide II (EDG II), EliteCAD, BKI ENERGIEplaner,
eQUEST, Green Building Studio, IDA ICE, IES VE, LESOSAI, Polysun, PVsyst,
PV*SOL, Radiance, RETScreen, T*Sol and VisualDOE
Simulation tools: INSEL and TRNSYS
Economic evaluation tools: HOMER, Solar Advisor Model (SAM), RETScreen,
SOLinvest and EnergyPeriscope
Photovoltaic industry related tools: APOS photovoltaic StatLab, Organic
Photovoltaics Analysis Platform and PV Cost Simulation Tool

Sharma et al., [12]

Analysis and planning tools: pvPlanner, Archelios, String Design Tool,
PV*SOL, BlueSol, PV F-CHART, Solmetric PV Designer, DDS-CAD PV, Polysun,
REA System Sizing Tool, PVSYST, Solar Pro, PV Professional, Solarius-PV and
Matel Grid;
Monitoring and Control Tools: Meteocontrols, SPYCE, pvspot, Autodesk
ECOTECT Analysis, METEONORM, Shadow Analyser, Shadows, Amethyst
ShadowFX, Sombrero, Panorama master, Horizon, GOSOL and Skelion
Solar radiation maps: Focus Solar, SolarGIS, 3TIER and PVGIS
Online softwares: PV-Phil, SolarDesignTool, oTilt, PVwizard, Logiciel CalSol,
Environmental System Performance-renewable (ESP-r), PhotoVoltaic Design
Program-Grid connected system (PV DesignPro-G)
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PV and BIPV: SAM, PV syst, PV*SOL,Skelion, Solarius PV, PolySun, CECPV
Calculator, PVwatts, DDS-CAD PV, INSEL, PV Designer, PV F-CHART, SMA OffGrid Configurator, Solar-Pro, Archelios, PV-DesignPro, RETScreenPlus, Homer
Pro, PV scout, HELIOS3D

Nebojsa
2017 [11]

Optical design and Multiphysics: TracePro, Photopia, OpticsStudio, ASAP,
FRED, LightTools, SPEOS, THEIA RT, Integra Lumicept, LucidShape, OSLO,
Jakica OpTalik, COMSOL
Daylighting and whole building energy: OpenStudio, Design Builder, IES-VE,
Honeybee, Mr. Comfy, ArchiWizard
Urban: ARCHSIM
Daylighting/lighting/Solar: Diva, Rayfront, Lighting analysis tool for Revit,
Ocean, BIM IQ
Visualisation (images): Iray, Lightworks Iray +
Visualisation (motion pictures) and gaming: None

Kumar [41]

PV Watts, PVGIS, PV-Online, PV*SOL, PVsyst, RETScreen, and SAM

GOSOL, SHADOWPACK, ATM, Sky view factor, Solei-32, SolarFlux, Kumar et
S. Freitas et al., [14] al., RADIANCE, Daysim, ArcGIS Solar Analyst, SRAD, Solar Envelopes, r.sun,
RayMan, Solar3DBR, SORAM
Professional tools: SAM, RETScreen, PVComplete, PVscout 2.0 Premium,
PVSYST, SOLARPRO, PLAN4SOLAR PV, PV F-CHART, INSEL, PV SOL Premium,
POLYSUN, HOMER, SOLARIUS PV, PV-Design-PRO, PV Designer Solmetric,
Archelios PRO, Solarmapper, HELIOS 3D Solarparkplanung, SOLERGO,
SKELION, Hybrid2
http://photovoltaic
-software.com [42]

Online Tools: SOLARPLUS, FOCUS SOLAR, SISIFO, PV-GIS, PVWATTS,
Calculation solar for off-grid PV systems, PV*SOL online, DIAFEM, EASY-PV,
EASYSOLAR, SOLARDESIGNTOOL, PVANALYTICS. SOLARGIS - PVPLANNER,
HELIOSCOPE, POLYSUN Online, SOLARMODEL i-Pals WEB, AURORASOLAR
Apps: SOLAR SHADING, SOLAR SYSTEM CALCULATOR, EASYSOLAR, ONYX
SOLAR, SOLMETRIC iSV, PV OUTPUT, PV Optimize, SMA SUNNYPORTAL, AHA
SOLAR,
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4. Objectives
With consideration to current studies/reviews on solar PV design tools, most of the aforementioned
studies have not provided a holistic overview of the BIPV value chain that analyses both BIPV specific
tools and PV design tools adapted for specific BIPV cases, taking into account the geophysical, technical,
economic and environmental requirements of BIPV projects. Therefore, this report aims to provide an
extensive review of the available software tools for BIPV design and management. In particular, the main
objectives of this review are:


to understand the current possibilities of features and functions in the available BIPV design and
management tools;



to describe the features and functions of current solar PV design and management tools in
relation to geophysical, technical, economic and environment;



to provide insight into possible limitations and bottlenecks of particular functionalities,
procedures, and tools;
to offer a quick and effective comparison in a visually structured way that could be done in two
ways, per feature/category and/or per tool/discipline;
to target needs and facilitate decision-making of end-users from all backgrounds and level of
expertise who are interested in learning and working in the BIPV sector.
to aid the right tool selection for the planning of specific BIPV categories considering their
requirements in relation to geophysical, technical, economic and environment
to propose potential improvements for an integrated solution for PV design and management.
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5. Methodology
The report’s methodology uses data collected through an extensive literature survey, available official
resources provided by software developers in various formats including web sites, manuals, white pages,
tutorials, feature lists, etc. An extensive worldwide search was carried out for providing a diagnosis of
photovoltaic design and management systems. Out of many software tools found in the literature
review, 27 software, 9 Online tools, and 4 Apps were selected as follows:


22 major standalone PV software packages: System Advisor Model (SAM) 2017.1.17; RETScreen;
Expert Homer Pro; PV *SOL Expert; PV Scout; Solar F-Chart; Sunulator Pvsyst;
Helios; 3D
solarparkplanung; Polysun; INSEL; Aurora; ArcGIS; SolarPro; BIMsolar; SolarBIM PV; Helioscope;
PV-DesignPro; PVComplete; Solar Pro; Solergo; BLUESOL



5 CADD/BIM plugins: Solarius-PV, Skellion for Google Sketchup, INSIGHT (Solar analysis tool) for
Revit, Ladybug Tools for Grasshopper/ Rhinoceros 3D, DDS-CAD PV (Polysun);



9 online tools: Construct PV’ ArcheliosPro, PVwatts, PVGIS, CalculationSolar.com, PV*SOL
Online, EasyPV; Solar Estimate, SOLARGIS – PVPLANNER



4 smartphone/tablet applications: EasySolar, Onyx Solar, PVOutput, SMA Sunny Portal

The selection of the standalone software and the online tool PV-GIS was based on their usage in the
current Solar PV literature. The tools that were common in the studies mentioned in Table 2 were
selected. Furthermore, several online tools (Calculation solar, PV*SOL online, Easy-PV and Easysolar)
CAAD/ BIM plugin and smartphone/tablet apps were selected based on the studies [11], [42] and [30].
Tools developed in joint research projects such as PVSITES-BIMsolar, SolarBIM PV and Construct PV are
also included as they target BIPV market and requirements and aim to provide convenient tools for BIPV
industry and stakeholders. Although the listed tools still cannot cover across the world, we endeavor to
include the major ones based on their accessibility and relevancy for BAPV/BIPV design and
management. Also, tools which were developed specifically for single company PV products such as
Fronius Solar Configurator, The Redback app, etc. were not considered in this review.
The selected Solar PV design and management tools were evaluated in relation to 15 key PV project
design and management factors as shown in Figure 1. These key PV project design and management
factors were identified from the literature and will be further explained in the following sections. Each
solar design and management tool and app which were free to download for a trial version or where the
demo or educational version was available were tested with simulation exercises whereas for software
tools with limited access, web sites, product manuals, white papers, and demo videos, etc. were used.
The selected tools and the key findings from the review are presented in Tools’ comparative analysis in
Chapter 7 and their features will be explained in the following subsections.
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Figure 1 - Key Factors of PV Project Design and Management
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6. Analysis of BIPV Planning Process
6.1. BIPV Design
6.1.1. BIPV planning
Conceptual/Early phase
Every BIPV design process starts with an evaluation of environmental conditions considering location,
terrain, orientation, surrounding buildings, as well as the seasonality of surrounding vegetation that may
cause potential shadowing on building surfaces. Since BIPV may be installed and integrated into many
different forms in an envelope and auxiliary structures, an early assessment of surfaces that may be
subjected to BIPV integration is needed. This identification may also start form assessing solar potential
on all surfaces and then followed by the identification of surfaces that are most effective. In both
scenarios, or in a hybrid one, identification of BIPV surfaces in early design phase represents a crucial
step for successful integration and optimal BIPV energy performance. However, various parts of the
building envelope require different design workflows as shown in the next chapters. In that sense, south
facing BIPV roof has a better solar potential than south facing BIPV curtain wall. Also, the technical
requirements and aesthetics for a BIPV roof can be less demanding than of a BIPV facade . In this phase,

only generic modules are considered to provide an indication of energy generation and benefit. This
study is usually one part of a larger initial feasibility assessment that combines Life Cycle Analysis (LCA),
business model, integration with BIPV system parts, grid vs. storage, etc. This phase should demonstrate
the benefits and limitations of BIPV integration. Furthermore, this phase favors speed over accuracy in
order to explore more options time-efficiently. In the case of a positive evaluation, the range of BIPV
system target capacity and grid connectivity should be defined. At the end of this phase, the BIPV system
is designed with all major parts defined but not sized and characterized, corresponding to the Level of
Development 100, as described in chapter 6.1.6.
Schematic
Schematic design phase continues with ideation of BIPV systems and evaluates identified options from
the early phase using BIPV simulations of general nature to obtain first indications of BIPV energy yield
potential. Parallelly or as a part of an integrated design approach, building energy analysis should
provide an assessment of Energy Use Intensity (EUI) that feed the input for BIPV sizing. Economic and
financial analyses with various metrics, explained in chapter 6.5, aims to provide information on energy
balance and potential for energy self-sufficiency leading to Zero-Energy Building target. Assessment
during this phase considers energy density of different PV cell types, that directly influences the surface
area of BIPV. Furthermore, performance-based design process identifies appropriate PV cell
technologies based on the type of integration. During this phase, accuracy settings are generally higher
than in the early phase but still reasonable for time-efficient simulation. At the end of this phase, the
BIPV system is defined, sized and characterized till the Level of Development 200 (see chapter 6.1.6).
BIPV system and module integration are fixed and documented as a part of the project delivery sent to
approval from a client and followed by urban planning permission that includes energy grid connection
permit.
Design Development
Design development phase is focused on characterizing BIPV modules and system and identifying BIPV
module requirements for standard compliance including: mechanical resistance and stability, safety in
case of fire, hygiene, health and environment, safety and accessibility in use, protection against noise,
energy economy and heat retention, sustainable use of natural resources as defined in EN 50583
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standard (see 6.1.4). Depending on the BIPV category defined in the same standard, relevant specific
requirements are applied, while other non-relevant are neglected. Furthermore, this phase defines
testing procedures for all requirements and target certification class of each BIPV system component.
Regarding design and simulation methods, this design phase significantly improves accuracy that is
consequently more time-consuming. Yet, this increase in computational time is compensated by the
smaller number of design options that have to be evaluated as the design search space is very narrow.
Additionally, BIPV modules and system design characterize materials, layered compositions,
maintenance, replacement procedures of malfunctioning parts, connection details, performance testing
and monitoring equipment and procedures, energy metering equipment and/or battery storage, etc.
This design phase encompasses LOD 300, 350 and 400 (chapter 6.1.6.).
Construction and commissioning
There are many identifiable phases in the construction and commissioning stage of a BIPV system. The
construction phase consists of project scheduling, installation training guidance, occupational health,
and safety requirements [43]. Delivery and storage of products and appliances is a costly item in building
construction where delays can occur because of inclement weather, underestimating construction
completion phases and setbacks from product defects, breakage and re-ordering replacements [43].
Further, installation should be done by skilled and qualified tradesmen to ensure that all building and
safety regulations, building standards are complied with and expensive breakages and accidents kept to
a minimum [43]. After the installation, in the commissioning phase it is required to test the 1. structural
compliance; 2. electrical safety; 3. Calibration of the BIPV system to ensure that expected system output
is met and 4. Sign off: builder or customer sign a statement that the installation was carried out by a
certified installer and that the work has been completed as per specification [43]. Commissioning is a
way to formalize quality control of installed PV systems which ensures that systems are safe and high
performing [44]. Therefore, commissioning is essential for the achievement of expected PV system
output. This phase is defined as LOD 500.
Hardly any of the software and mobile apps considered for this review have a function which facilitates
the construction and commissioning procedures of the BIPV system. It would be beneficial if there’s a
platform which incorporates the information on construction schedules with the performance status,
installation process and safety training which are specified by building codes and standards applicable
for different building types. Further, a defect inspection tracker for panels, inverters, frames, building
envelop, etc. as well as analysis thermal imaging could facilitate the designers, developers, contractors
and owners to track defects and design changes and for quality assurance.
Maintenance and monitoring
PV installation lifetimes are expected to be 25 years or more, so safe and proper maintenance and
monitoring is an integral part of successful and reliable operation [45]. Maintenance and monitoring
ensure that a system operates optimally and safely and extends the life of the system components [46].
Typical maintenance procedures can be applied to a photovoltaic system such as periodical inspection
of PV modules and arrays, screws and for corrosion, PPM for inverters, batteries and charge controllers,
inverter replacement, etc. [43,46]. Monitoring allows to locate faults and provide operating data which
facilitates maintenance [46]. Most inverters provide a display of system output and maintain a history
for some period, such as a month. In addition, the electricity utility may also maintain a record of system
performance, depending on the metering type [43]. Many PV designers allow customers remote
monitoring via the internet and this remote monitoring software facilitates troubleshooting, provides
additional information, and take timely readings of the system [46]. Solar BIPV system owners/
operators are interested in the ongoing performance of their system to ensure a good return on
investment (ROI). Some tools like Rbee Solar, are focused only on performance monitoring of PV
installations and smart energy meters. From analyzed tools, SMA SunnyPortal, PVoutput Apps have
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considered PV system maintenance and monitoring. However, even the SunnyPortal App provides a
basic overview of the performance of the PV system as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - PV system monitoring interface - SMA Sunnyportal (left) PVoutput (right)
In addition, these tools do not provide an indication of poor performance in the current monitoring
platform. Simply, this monitoring platform shows overall system output, but are not able to explain why
a system may not be meeting expectations. However, even this very basic level of information is useful
and it constitutes an improvement over the situation for other systems where their users receive no
indication at all on the PV system performance. When it comes to maintenance, most tools (e.g.
RetScreen, SAM, EasyPV) incorporate the cost of maintenance in the project financial analysis. However,
no consideration is given on the operation and maintenance tasks, warranty period or component
replacement.
Decommissioning
PVs are warranted to last for about 25 years. However, there is currently no formal procedure for re-use
or recycling of PV products at the end of their lifecycle [43]. According to Moss et al. [47], disposing of
PV material is accompanied by potential health issues such as the disposal of electronics. However, while
the PV industry seems committed to maintaining the environmentally-friendly profile, recycling options
at the end of its life cycle would substantially reduce waste. Therefore, designers need to pay attention
to the material they are selecting and the environmental effects of this material at the end of their
lifecycle during the inception stage of a PV project. None of the software nor any mobiles apps have
incorporated the effect of the decommissioning phase in their PV system design platforms. However, it
is important to take off the end-of-life treatment to ensure that the solar
modules/components/materials can be reused/recycled/recovered.

6.1.2. Building Type
Building types such as residential, commercial, industrial, heritage buildings, etc. are incorporated with
different construction and building codes and regulations, government incentives and building energy
loads which would impact on distributed PV designs [48]. For example, In Australia, connecting
residential systems and small commercial systems process is virtually identical, the process for installing
large commercial systems is much more complex. Where structural assessment, council development
approvals, building permits, installation of additional componentry grid protection, export control,
power quality logging, and witness testing will be required [49]. Tools such as SAM and Polysun provide
options for commercial or residential buildings. Whereas Homer Pro has the option to select other
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building types such as community and industrial. None of the tools covers other building types such as
heritage buildings. It would be much more convenient to have the building requirements to be
integrated into the design tools to facilitate industry professionals.

6.1.3. Interactive design
2D and 3D Modelling
Interactive design is based on a premise that building tools offer content in a form that is subject to
change based on input parameters. It allows the designers to visualize the outcome of any proposed
designs from a variety of angles and to have several design options to choose from, which will help to
foresee any shortcomings and enhance the PV design. The most basic interaction is in the form of 2D
design and user interface that present solar panels with azimuth and zenith angles. This is the most
common approach for assessing the feasibility of solar systems with minimum obstructions producing
shading. However, this approach lacks the ability to present BIPV installations in a building context and
understand the quality of integration. On the other hand, 3D building modeling, provides such enhanced
features where users can see BIPV installations directly integrated with building models. However, 3D
models of buildings may have different levels of integration and interoperability, from full integration in
a 3D CAD environment up to a standalone tool. For understanding the advantages of the new forms of
integration it is needed to first explain their levels. The first method of integration, or lack of it, is the
most basic level so-called parallel workflow where simulation tool differs from 3D modeling tool and the
communication between them is conducted through the export of files from 3D tools and import into
simulation tools. This approach has numerous shortcomings as a manual update is needed for every
change and it is not possible to get feedback information. Every new iteration must be carried out in the
same manner as the first one and there is no option for automated performance assessment. However,
some tools such as PVSITES-BIMsolar, SolarBIM PV and Construct PV offer modeling capabilities of BIPV
systems on top of building models. An alternative to this approach is 3D building modeling capabilities
directly inside the BIPV performance tool. While this may be a very useful option for fast and easy setup,
3D modeling capabilities of these tools offer very limited features, especially for large BIPV installations
that must be handled manually. Currently, a small number of tools offers these features: SAM, PV*SOL.
The more advanced level is the dynamic or live link workflow where two tools exist as standalone but
the simulation tool can be paired to read geometry information instantly and provide results for every
design change without the need to export files. This is surely a preferable method, but it greatly depends
on the simulation speed. To avoid excessive computation time, it is common to have only an update
button to run the simulation only when needed. Alternative ways are progressive calculation where the
result’s quality improves over time such as in PVSITES-BIMsolar or employment of cloud simulations that
can calculate any scene in real-time. Nevertheless, this is still a costly process to be implemented for
design versioning and it is usually done only for the final calculation.
Similarly to this approach in terms of the design process is the embedded workflow where simulation
plugins or add-ons are integrated within a BIM environment with the ability for parametric modeling.
While BIM offers a certain amount of predefined parametric capabilities, parametric add-ons such as
grasshopper for Rhino offers greater design freedom and control, especially for complex projects with
multiple instances of BIPV panels. Differences between them can be noted in the more flawless design
workflow that is optimized for speed and interaction. An improved version of the latter two is
represented in design workflow that is supported by the optimization algorithms and multi-solution
comparison in either simplified manner or more advanced parametric workflow. The only tool that
offers parametric modeling within a BIM environment is Ladybug Tools in Grasshopper and Rhino, while
Solar analysis tool for Revit and DDS-CAD PV (Polysun) offer BIM with predefined features. Currently,
partners within a consortium of European project BIPVBOOST work on developing enhanced BIM tools
that will offer a high level of interactivity for users. However, substantial developments are needed to
provide augmented workflows for designers and architects offering goal-based methods.
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Visualization
Photorealistic representations of BIPV systems are very useful for understanding the qualitative aspects
of BIPV integration and can lead to improved aesthetics. The relevance of visualization rises with the
visibility of the BIPV installation, for example in vertically mounted systems, or BIPV systems in protected
urban areas. However, only some tools and apps provide functions to let designers visualize building
models with BIPV and GIS (e.g. PV*SOL, Easy Solar App, Skellion, PVSITES-BIMsolar, SolarBIM PV and
Construct PV) (Figure 3).
a. PV*SOL Expert

b. SAM

c. EasySolar [114-115]

d. BIMsolar-PVSITES

Figure 3 - Forms of interactive design

6.1.4. BIPV and Building Standards
Approval is required to initiate any PV project [50]. As discussed in section 6.1.2 different types of
buildings (e.g. residential, commercial, industrial, etc.) use different building codes and standards. Most
local building codes and product certification requirements will refer to specific standards for PV
mounting, fixing and fire resistance which will often vary with the location of the building to take account
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of possible differences in wind loading, earthquake risk, and the attendant risks associated with failure
modes [51]. PV specific regulations are available such as information on manufacturing and installation
standards and; Installation and safety requirements for photovoltaic (PV) arrays; Stand-alone power
systems Series; Grid connection of energy systems via inverters Series; Safety of power converters for
use in photovoltaic power systems etc. [52]. Therefore, compliance of the stated building codes and
regulations is paramount for any PV project.
In order to provide a regulatory framework for BIPV installations, international experts developed a new
EN 50583 standard for BIPV products (part 1) and systems (part 2). The standard aims to classify specific
requirements of different types of BIPV and present related existing standards. However, none of the
software and mobiles apps have incorporated any feature which facilitates the compliance of applicable
building regulations nor BIPV standards. Incorporation of building codes and standards in a PV design
tool would represent an important feature for PV design and management professionals.

6.1.5. Building integration
BIPV standard EN 50583 defines five categories of BIPV: (A) sloped horizontal, not accessible, (B) sloped
horizontal accessible, (C) vertical not accessible, (D) vertical accessible and (E) externally integrated
(Figure 4). There are multiple strategies available for integrating solar PVs in buildings. Stapleton and
Neill [53] describes two basic ways of mounting PVs in buildings: roof mounting systems (pitched roof
mounts, rack mounts, direct mounts and building integrated photovoltaic (Roof, façade, sunshades, and
sunscreens) and ground-mounted systems (ground rack mounts and pole mounts). The right solar
mounting system, if installed correctly, will provide the structural support as well as set the orientation
and elevation of a solar system, to maximize its energy performance. Therefore, BIPV designers required
to ensure that the mounting approaches ensure overly secure fixtures and support frames as required
by building and regulations [43]. Several software packages provide the feature to select a BIPV system
mounting option when selecting BIPV modules or entering the BIPV module parameters. Most of the
tools provide only limited functionality and include only very simple roof mounting. However, SAM,
PV*SOL, PV GIS, Onyx Solar, allows the designers to select out of the rack, flush, gap, roof parallel, roofmounted open space mounted as well as roof and façade integrated. PV* SOL Online further described
the roof-integrated mount with roof-integrated rear ventilation and roof-integrated no ventilation. Yet,
the selection of the mount depends on the structural load of the system which is only considered in
EasyPV as discussed in section 6.4.1.
When considering complex integration, where advanced simulation is needed as the specific case is not
covered with currently available tools. This is especially applicable in BIPV category E that commonly
implies BIPV systems with partial shading and near-field reflections, complex air and heat flow, along
with back face illumination and thermal effects from an indoor environment. For simulating such cases,
one must use custom approaches and usually combine tools in a multi-physics environment, such as
Computational Fluid Dynamics - CFD, optics, building thermal, Finite Element Modeling – FEM, etc.
depending on the case. This is a very active area of research, and it is expected that in the future there
will be more commercially available tools able to simulate complex BIPV cases.

Figure 4 – BIPV Categories
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6.1.6. Level of Development
In the construction industry, the design process is described by the phases of pre-design, conceptual
design, design development, and final design. The building life cycle process is described by the phases
of construction and building operation. In order to efficiently manage the BIM workflow, the industry
has adopted a formal language of describing a digital model. The “Level of Development” (LOD) is
sometimes understood as Level of Detail rather than Level of Development, but there are important
differences. Level of Detail is essentially how much detail is included in the model element. Level of
Development is the degree to which the element’s geometry and attached information have been
thought through – the degree to which project team members may rely on the information when using
the model. LOD, in the BIM world, ranges from 100 (basic/conceptual) to 500 (highly detailed/precise)
[54].
BIPV systems for façade can be associated, by definition, in two different categories of standard
classification (Uniformat or OmniClass): the wall category as Exterior Vertical Enclosures (Uniformat B20,
OmniClass 21-02 20) and the Photovoltaic Collectors (Uniformat D5010.30, OmniClass 21-04 50 10 30).
However, definitions reported show a lack of specific content for BIPV systems which can be improved
by defining specific Levels of Development (LOD), namely of graphic accuracy, modeling and informative
content required for each level and for the different stages of the process (Figure 5). Currently, the main
questions are: what are the Levels of Geometry (LOG) and the Levels of Information (LOI) necessary for
the authorized uses at each Level of Development (LOD) for BIPV systems? At purpose, we analyzed
some existing e-objects on various platforms by classifying them based on LOG and LOI. We concluded
that the LOD achieved are various and not clearly defined. We proposed a reference definition of LOD
for BIPV as the following report.

Figure 5 - From the analysis of different e-objects of PV panels and solar systems, we systematically
investigated the level of details and development of different families (left). Based on this study we
defined LOD for BIPV (schemes on the right) (source: SUPSI-Bonomo, P. et.al. 2018)[55]
It is worth mentioning that a relationship between LOD and design phases can be loosely established.
However, it should be emphasized that this relationship is not empirical. For instance, a project may be
in design development, but in the digital model, the building envelope system may be fully detailed with
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exact materials and thicknesses. More so, plumbing systems might be represented with single lines, not
modeled geometries.
Table 3 - Definition of LOD for BIPV systems (source: SUPSI-Bonomo, P. et.al. 2018) [55]
LOD 100: concept phase, schematic drawing, generic representation even nonscaled, symbol, generic mass. It can be assimilated, for example, to the
schematic representation of an electrical system. From the non-graphical
content point of view, it can contain cost/energy information, derived only by
roughly estimating as a percentage compared to other elements in the model.
The model can be used for a design level of a feasibility study.
LOD 200: Graphically equivalent to a generic modeling phase, where the
system and elements are modeled with approximate placement, shape, and
size. In the case of a photovoltaic module, an overall thickness of the element
can be indicated at this stage. At the information level, the approximate energy
data, cost, and extension of the installation surface can be indicated. This level
allows performing the first simulations/previsions of a general nature. The
model can be used for a preliminary design level.
LOD 300: From the graphical point of view, the system and elements are
modeled with placement, shape, size, stratigraphy and detailed thicknesses
(specific model). Cells technology and precise definition of individual modules
within the installation area are indicated at this level. From an informative
point of view, the basic electrical, mechanical, construction, thermal and
energetic-environmental properties are attached, the number and weight of
the modules and the main details of all the electro-technical features are
introduced. The realistic cost should be provided. The model can be used for a
developed design level.
LOD 350: At this level, all the contents of the previous layer are defined and, in
addition, the substructures and the connections between the various elements
of the model and the building skin will be modeled, which can also be enriched
in 2D detail technical drawings. From the informative point of view, the
properties remain the same as the previous level. The model can be used for a
level of technical design.
LOD 400: The minimum contents of this level of development complete the
LOD 3, with all the necessary parameters needed at least for the manufacturing
and construction, including the addition of the constructive details of the
connections, completed with more detailed 2D drawings, printable in scale
1:10, 1:5 for construction site. The model can be used for a constructive design
level, including assembly and mounting information of the specific modeled
module, as well as cabling information for installation.
LOD 500: This level of development is generally not considered for BIM models,
as it relates to site verification and thus does not imply any progression to a
more accurate geometry or information level but rather the definition of an asbuilt model (e.g. for O&M and facility management)
Finally, concerning BIPV modeling workflows, these BIPV LODs can be divided into two groups as
previously described: simple and complex (Figure 6). Simple LODs refer to generic modules and
consequently loss factors and related coefficients. This LODs may be useful in early design phases when
feasibility studies are performed. In the later stages, LODs become specific and BIPV modeling becomes
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more detailed and accurate. This includes reading performance parameters from databases that
accordingly improves the accuracy of modeling. LODs are color coded so they can be traced in workflow
diagrams in Figure 19 and Figure 20.

Figure 6 -BIM LODs categories
The LOD described above provides a first reference definition which will be further detailed by authors
in next researches and Task activities. The scope is only to provide a possible first basis for BIM
coordinators/managers on which BIM Execution Plans can introduce further specifications.

6.2. Environment
6.2.1. Terrain/Surroundings
The terrain is a vital physical parameter for site analysis [56]; [57]. Terrain/Surroundings can be
categorized as exposed open terrain with few or no obstructions and terrain with numerous closely
spaced obstructions. Different terrain categories affect the distribution of solar irradiation, variability in
elevation, surface orientation (slope and aspect), and shadows cast by topographic features. There are
generally four types of terrain: (1) flat terrain without obstacles, (2) agricultural area with isolated
houses, trees, hedgerow barriers, (3) suburbs or industry, woods, (4) urban areas with a minimum
developed area of 15% and buildings’ heights exceeding 15 m. Therefore, for any photovoltaic project,
one of the most pressing hurdles is how to design the most efficient system when facing significant
topographical variances. Several tools have considered the terrain in their PV design platforms (Figure
7).
Orientation identification

Survey (USGS)/land surveying)

Slope Analysis

Figure 7 - Analysis and evaluation of terrain data (Helios 3D solarparkplanung, 2017 [58])
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Often, the PV arrays get shadowed, completely or partially, by the passing clouds, neighboring buildings
and towers, trees, and utility and telephone poles, etc. [59]. Therefore, in photovoltaic it is important to
understand and analyze the effects caused by neighboring buildings, objects and/or vegetation to
extract the maximum possible power.
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) may be described either through point-clouds or solid surfaces,
both with variable granularity. Point-cloud data on urban morphology may be obtained by remotesensing technologies, such as airborne LIDAR. One of the analyzed tools uses LIDAR-assisted modeling
to quantify the shading effects of the surroundings (Figure 8).

Figure 8 - LIDAR-assisted modeling. Credit: Aurora
Solid surface representation of GIS may have various levels of granularity for the representation of
semantic 3D city models. The CityGML 2.0 LODs represent an industry standard for conveying the grade
of 3D city models and they distinguish 5 LODs (Figure 9).

Figure 9 – GIS LODs
A few existing tools facilitate the placement of neighboring buildings, objects and/or vegetation in a 3D
environment to simulate their effects. PVSITES-BIMsolar software allows integration of extended 3D
scene imported from any CAD solution, even at urban level and delivers irradiance, shading, within the
3D interface. Similarly, as shown in Figure 7, in PV*SOL allows the designers to place surrounding
buildings, trees, and simple objects such as walls, masts, etc. to identify their impact on shading (Figure
10). The program allows animation depicting the position of the sun through azimuth and elevation
angles or by time specification to show how far object shading can cause interference. Seasonal shading
for a tree object screen captures color coded to indicate the amount of shading across the roof the
numbers on the module indicate the shading loss for each PV module. Similarly, SAM automatically
generates shade data from a drawing of the array and surrounding objects as shown. Further, in SAM
shading losses can be imported from external tools such as PVsyst near shading and Suneye hourly
shading. However, it can be overwhelming for a person who does not have a background in PV system
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design. The tools require more professional knowledge of the software. However, it would be better if
the tools can facilitate users who are not familiar with technical knowledge.
PV*SOL Premium

b. PV Scout 2.0

Figure 10 - Neighboring buildings/objects design

6.2.2. Weather data
Local weather can have a dramatic effect on electricity production from a PV array. Essentially, solar
irradiation data is the key point for the planning and sizing of the PV systems [60]. In addition to solar
irradiation, air temperature, humidity, wind regime, snow cover, and rainfall patterns also play a role in
the power output of a BIPV system and its performance efficiency [60-62]. There are three types of
available weather data available: Meteorological/Statistical data, Satellite-based data and Hybrid data
of the first two types. Meteorological data is collected from ground weather stations and in most cases
spatial resolution is quite low and consequently, weather conditions on building locations far away from
the weather station may differ significantly. On the other hand, Satellite-based data relies on satellite
hyperspectral imagery to produce highly detailed spatial resolution meshes up to 1 km accuracy (Figure
11). However, discrepancies of these data sets may be high in cases where local conditions could not be
captured from space. The third type combines benefits of both previous types and offers high fidelity of
spatial resolution maps calibrated with ground weather station data.
When considering whether data source used in BIPV tools we distinguish two types: 1. Most tools use
an existing database (e.g. NREL National Solar Radiation Database, PVGIS, NASA) to present the weather
data (e.g. SAM, RETscreen, Homer Pro, Easy PV, PV-GIS); 2. Provide external import options (e.g. Homer
Pro, SAM). Software such as Homer Pro PVsyst, PVWatts, and SAM capable of receiving hourly weather
data such as solar radiation, ambient temperature, wind speed, humidity and snow conditions at the PV
project locations. The tools use typical year weather data files to represent the long-term solar resource
at the location and automatically identify appropriate data for the system based on the address provided
for its location. However, RetScreen requires the input of solar irradiation, ambient temperature and
wind speed in monthly values if the software user requires a custom weather data file. None of the tools
has considered rainfall patterns which play an important role in the energy output of a PV design.
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Figure 11 - Ground weather station (left) [39], METEOSAT-7 Satellite image (right) Credit PVGIS
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6.3. BIPV Performance Modelling
For the planning of BIPV systems, the modeling of the electrical performance of the system is a key
aspect. Every planning or design tool features a physically or empirically based performance model. In
this chapter, we want to give an overview about the important parts and steps of performance models,
elaborate the different simplifications many tools use and their implications and make suggestions
regarding the requirements of appropriate way of modeling the performance of BIPV systems. The
actual, time-dependent operating conditions of PV-modules are decisive for the performance. While
module labels are based on measurements under standard test conditions (STC: temperature 25°C,
irradiance 1000 W/m2, spectrum according to [64], normal incidence), in real operation several loss
mechanisms lead to a decreased performance compared to STC. In 6.3.2, these loss mechanisms are
briefly mentioned. The subsequent chapters 6.3.3 to 6.3.6 are dedicated to a basic description of the
models and processes behind PV performance modeling – always emphasizing aspects that are
especially important for BIPV. Chapter 6.3.3 deals with the first major part of all performance models,
the calculation of the irradiance on the BIPV system (or its parts – modules or cells). This irradiance
calculation is a crucial step, and, for many BIPV systems, it is much more complex than for geometrically
very regular PV power plants. Chapter 6.3.4 deals with the calculation of the temperature of PV cells. In
6.3.5, the calculation of the DC output (based on irradiance and temperature) is described and in 6.3.6
the DC-AC-conversion leading to the final AC output. As most (BI)PV systems are connected to a grid,
also grid properties have to be considered for PV performance modeling (6.3.7). Finally, 6.3.8 shows
how all these parts are typically integrated into full performance models. The last section of this chapter,
6.3.9, provides some more details about spatial and temporal resolution, different PV technologies and
data sources.

6.3.1. Simple vs. Complex BIPV cases
Since there are not so many tools specifically designed for BIPV purposes, while there are tools originally
developed for ground-mounted PV system that contain features suitable to simulate simple BIPV cases
with reasonable accuracy, this report proposes a classification on simple and complex BIPV performance
modeling. This classification aims to present possible use of PV software in BIPV field, and at the same
time present their limitations and indicate improper use. Furthermore, objective of the classification is
to explain different demand of BIPV comparing to PV and identify areas for future development.
Moreover, Simple vs Complex classification refers mainly to the irradiance modeling and complexity of
the outdoor and indoor environment BIPV is facing. In this sense, BIPV categories A and C, are not
accessible and therefore their indoor environment have limited effect on irradiance modeling, and these
cases may be considered as simple. For these two BIPV categories, irradiance may be potentially
simulated with PV tools as well, only if there are no near-field shading from immediate surrounding
buildings that may alter the irradiance on PV surface due to the reflections. In other cases, in order to
properly model complete BIPV behavior, only tools supporting advanced irradiance modeling and losses
have to be used as described in 6.3.3.

6.3.2. Loss mechanisms
According to Roberts et al., [65] PV system losses comprise of: 1. DC losses: module nameplate DC rating;
DC wiring; diodes and connections; mismatch; MPP tracker efficiency; 2. AC losses: AC wiring;
transformer; 3. Other losses such as soiling, shading, inverter, degradation, system availability, sun
tracking and initial light-induced degradation (ILID). It is important to note that these losses may have a
significant impact on the life of the PV module and plant performances [66]. For BIPV two loss
mechanisms should be especially emphasized: First, shading. Due to the complex geometry of many
BIPV systems and their surroundings, (partial) shading is a major challenge for the design of BIPV
systems. Second, temperature-induced losses. As there are various mounting situations for BIPV
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systems, also the ventilation and hence the temperature of PV modules varies strongly. A careful analysis
of temperature losses with regard to PV performance is strongly recommended for every BIPV project.

6.3.3. Irradiance on PV
Simple 2D – POA
The plane of Array (POA) irradiance is an analytical method to calculate the sum of separate irradiance
contributions from POA beam component, POA sky-diffuse component and POA ground-reflected
component (albedo) (Figure 12). It is the most common approach to assess the performance of PV
systems in the solar industry.
POA beam component is the most important of them as it represents irradiation contribution from the
sun. As all testing of modules predicts calculations of PV performance under light sources perpendicular
to the PV surface, this component implements Angle Of Incidence (AOI) correction to adjust the Direct
Normal Irradiance (DNI) for incidence angles greater than 50 degrees [67]. 2D function Incidence Angle
Modifier (IAM) is used to define optical losses, due to angle-dependent reflections, from arbitrary optical
surfaces of the PV module top layers. IAM value is usually calculated using analytical IAM models such
as physical [68], Souka and Safwat [69] or ASHRAE [70], Martin and Ruiz [71-73], and Sandia [74].
Additionally, IAM of complex surfaces can be calculated by optical software such as TracePro and Zemax
to characterise optical properties of the top layer of the PV cell as a 2D function of the incidence angle
of the light source [75] and finally be provided as an input for PV software such as PVsyst [76]. In this
way, optical simulation is separated from electricity yield simulation. For calculating IAM and
consequently POA beam component PV tools compare solar azimuth and zenith angles, with the PV
module azimuth and tilt angles respectively.
POA sky-diffuse component accounts for diffuse radiation from the skydome and is usually described by
several models ordered by level of complexity: Isotropic, Simple Sandia, Hay and Davies, Reindl and
Perez. All except Perez calculate isotropic, circumsolar, and horizon components separately, while the
Perez model is based on empirical coefficients for each of them [77-79].
POA ground-reflected component is a function of Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI), the reflectivity of
the ground surface (albedo) and the tilt angle of the surface. Again, this approximation is reasonable in
open spaces without shading as in the case of PV plants but can be highly inaccurate in complex urban
settings.
Similarly to the previous component, 3D packages using advanced light transport models that can model
an urban environment should outperform PV tools in terms of accuracy.
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Figure 12 - Diagram of the multiple components of the clear sky. Credit: Jeffrey R. S. Brownson [80]
Simple 2D - POA with shading
Common PV tools using POA methods calculate only one value per module. However, in complex
scenarios, a precise irradiance distribution on whole PV surfaces is needed to account for irradiance
homogeneity and partial shadowing. There are various types of shading approximations with a low
temporal resolution such as Far-field shading horizon map, Far-field (Horizon) shading factor, Near-field
shading factor, Shading percentage (SP), Reduction of Incident Irradiation (RII), Shading Index (SI), [8182]. Far-field shading can be caused by the terrain, trees, surrounding buildings. PV modeling software
uses horizon shading masks to account for shading losses (Figure 13). To increase accuracy and estimate
shading losses caused by near-field shading objects such as chimneys, walls, skylights, HVAC, etc., PV
modeling software use a specific procedure such as the near-field shading factor, relying on many
approximations. These procedures are not physically based, and they cannot model specular near field
objects. This can have negligible consequences for roof-mounted PV but significant ones for complex
BIPV categories in urban areas. For the general purpose of BIPV, this approximated model is outdated,
and advanced irradiance models such as the ray-tracing approach should be used instead.
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Figure 13 – PV*SOL Premium near-field shading analysis (left), Ladybug far-field shading analysis (right)
Most of the PV simulation tools do not support complex lighting conditions and near shading caused by
surrounding, as they are mainly developed for stand-alone PV modules in energy plants. However, some
of them like PVsyst can still be used for roof-mounted PV that uses shading factor to account for nearfield shading effect [83]
Sky View Factor
The sky view factor (SVF) was introduced to quantify obstructions resulting either from 'self-shadowing'
by the slope itself, known as shading, or from adjacent terrain or elements, called shadowing [84]. It
represents the solid angle of the visible celestial hemisphere normalized by the solid angle of the total
celestial hemisphere, i.e. only the geometrical aspect of the available sky radiation is considered. A
procedure to calculate the SVF is suggested in [85], where the division of the sky hemisphere into small
segments or sky zones is proposed, each with similar solid angles. From this work, the CIE recommended
the use of a hemisphere evenly-distributed in 145 virtual light sources. Many other different sky
subdivision strategies can be applied. SVF is time-independent unless significant changes occur in the
surroundings, which is fairly probable in the urban environment. [86] reviews a range of tools to predict
solar access in obstructed urban situations, including simple angular criteria, sun path diagrams, solar
gain indicators, and solar envelopes, among others. Ratti and Richens [87], assume that the whole sky
hemisphere is represented by a large number of dispersing light sources and propose the estimation of
the SVF of a particular point by knowing the number of times that a point has been lit and the total
number of times it could have been lit.
The study of the Sky View Factor (SVF) parameter gains importance to correctly describe the open sky
access and the degree of obstruction at certain places. Although SVF has always had special relevance
as one of the most important parameters in the study of urban heat island phenomena [88, 89], it gives
insight into obstructions to solar radiation at places that might be suited for the installation of PV
systems. SVF can also be a measure of the amount of diffuse solar radiation that reaches a certain point
when the isotropic distribution is considered [90, 91]. Several methods exist to estimate SVF and they
can be classified into four main categories: analytical, photographic, GPS and raytracing methods [92].
The fisheye photographic method can be considered one of the most accurate for the assessment of
SVF in small areas. Usually, this method requires photographic cameras are equipped with proper
fisheye converters, a fisheye lens commonly used to capture the entire surroundings of a shooting place
[89, 93] and known for its 180° hemispheric view, depicting with the great quality the full horizon skyline.
After the collection of photos, an SVF custom algorithm or a dedicated software, such as the
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SkyViewFactor Calculator [94], can be used to get values. This tool, in particular, allows for the upload
of single fisheye photographs to determine SVF by employing two different methods: a pixel-based
method introduced by [95], and the annulus method presented in [96]. A weakness recognized to the
photographic method relates to the ideal meteorological conditions in which the surveys should be
carried out. Overcast skies are preferred, given their homogeneity, avoiding any excess of direct
radiation or even different types of clouds that could jeopardize the post-processing of images [97].
The photographic method is a standard procedure for the evaluation of sky obstruction, however other
methodologies might be more cost-competitive and less time consuming than this standard procedure
when medium to large urban areas are analyzed. The use of GPS to assess the SVF of a location is an
uncommon but promising alternative due to its low cost and tolerance to different meteorological
conditions [97]. It also allows for the portability that lacks too many other SVF surveying methods. This
method requires a receiver typically used in outdoor activities, such as Geocaching, which serves the
purpose of displaying the number of satellites and their satellite status index, which reflects the signal
to noise ratio, in a 1 (weak signal) to 10 scales [98]. Higher signal intensity is associated with a low level
of obstruction, and therefore a higher SVF value. Before data acquisition, it is recommended to check
satellite availability at the site and collection time through maps such as [99]. A wide distribution of
satellites in the sky means that the receiver is going to collect information from all directions, and
therefore identify possible obstructions from any point on the horizon.
Wherever a digital surface model (DSM) is available, it can be used to compute SVF over medium to very
large areas in a reliable and fast way using raytracing algorithms [100]. This method consists of counting
the number of rays cast from all the sky divisions that reach a point in the DSM. The ratio between this
number and the total number of rays cast (or sky divisions) is the SVF for that point. Of course, the
quality of this estimation depends on the quality of the DSM, and on the type of sky subdivision, which
can have a great impact on the computational demand.
Calculation of irradiance can be challenging, as irradiance data of high spatial resolution on each solar
cell of the BIPV system are required. As the geometry of the building skin and its surroundings is usually
complex, simple view factor methods widely used for simple PV plant configurations cannot be used.
Detailed, time-resolved shading analysis is required. There are several tools on the market that can
partly fulfill this requirement, mainly 3D CAD software such as for example ArchiCAD, SketchUp,
Autodesk Revit or specialized PV simulation tools such as for example PVsyst or PV*Sol. A good overview
of available tools can be found in [101].
Most of analyzed software and apps can calculate shading losses, soiling losses, snow losses, irradiance
losses, DC Losses, and AC losses once the system is selected. Archelios Pro, SAM, and PVsyst consider
losses due to temperature, aging and maintenance time, wiring losses, light-induced degradation and
module efficiency loss (Mismatch losses). As discussed under Neighboring buildings and objects under
section Terrain/Surroundings, PV*SOL allows the users to calculate shading losses based on 3D
visualization of building and surrounding objects. The users can optimize the allocation of PV modules
based on the shading position. The precise shading losses factor for each PV module is visualized per
each module/area using color codes to indicate the amount of shading across the roof the numbers on
the module indicate the shading loss for each. The loss data is shown in minimum times interval (e.g.
per hour / half an hour). However, most of the above-mentioned tools are able to simulate roofmounted and roof-integrated PV. Only a few tools such as Ladybug, Revit solar analysis tools, PVsyst,
etc. facilitate solar shading analysis for façade integrated PV. The software could be improved if shading
losses for façade integrated PV could be implemented. Further, the tools could facilitate simulation of
minimum time interval loss data. Product loss can be linked to the product database.
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Complex 3D simulation – Raytracing
Ray tracing is a rendering technique based on a geometric (ray) optic light model that calculates light
transport by tracing a large number of rays in a scene - Path Tracing (PT). It originates from ray casting
algorithm, developed to solve intersections of the rays with an arbitrary geometry including triangle
meshes and mathematical surfaces such as constructive solid geometry models, which trace only one
ray per pixel without recursively tracing additional rays needed for global illumination. Ray tracing is an
advancement of this approach, originally proposed by [102], that calculate global irradiance by means
of recursive point-sampling based on rendering equation developed by Kajiya [103]. Rays in ray tracing
follow the same principles as light in the real world and therefore this technique is the only one that can
be considered physically-based [104]. This implies light transport follows energy conservation principles
[105] [106] with every light bounce. In other words, at each level of recursion ray tracing algorithm can
split ray into components for reflection, transmission (refraction) or in the case of participating media
absorption and in particular cases emission, where a sum of radiosity values of the component part must
be equal to incident radiosity. The accuracy of this numerical solution depends on the level of model
description in terms of sky, materials and light transport characterized by the number of samples and
bounces.
Furthermore, shading and light on the surfaces is a sum of components coming directly from the light
sources, as specular: reflection and refraction, and as diffuse indirect reflections. First two components
can be handled relatively easily while the last one typically requires tracing hundreds, thousands or even
millions of rays. Hence, this component is usually subjected to various levels of approximations and
optimizations and it is generally considered as a bias.
RADIANCE represents the daylighting industry-standard simulation tool. It employs a light backward raytracing algorithm based on the physical behavior of light in a volumetric 3D model, including complicated
curved geometries with different reflectance and specular properties [107]. It is extensively validated
and successfully used in applications related to solar potential in building roofs and façades for electricity
generation and daylighting analysis [108]. Radiance is a powerful tool for evaluating the light distribution
in indoor and outdoor spaces, architects and designers were the first to benefit from its implementation
within several CAD interfaces such as Autodesk Ecotect Analysis [109], DIVA4RHINO [110], among others
(Figure 14). A database with material properties for lighting simulations with Radiance is freely available
[111].
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Figure 14 - Solar mapping analysis in Radiance
Daysim is a validated Radiance-based daylighting analysis program [112] that employs a daylight
coefficient method [113] based on ray-trace calculations and the Perez all-weather sky model [114]. The
workflow of Daysim consists on generating an annual illuminance profile at each point in and around
the digital model of the buildings, followed by a ray-trace operation, which takes a 145 segments
skydome and 3 ground segments, and a second raytracing run with approximately 65 direct solar
positions distributed along the annual solar path. By tracing backward from the simulation sensor points,
each sky segment and solar position is weighed relative to its contribution to each point in the scene
[115]. Contextual shading and reflections are, therefore, considered. Typical climate data series are
usual input and any incremental time step is allowed. Currently, Daysim is part of the package for energy
simulation in a variety of CAD plug-ins including Autodesk Ecotect Analysis [109], DIVA4RHINO [110] and
LadyBug [116].
PVSITES-BIMSolar represents one of the tools that use proprietary raytracing for calculating irradiance
on PV cells. This tool was specifically developed for BIPV and it supports both simple BAPV and complex
BIPV workflows, 3D (CAD) model import, weather data (tm2, epw, CSV), inverter and module databases,
detailed outputs and financial analyses through interactive graphical user interfaces (Figure 15).
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Figure 15 - BIMSolar
Complex 3D simulation – Other
Worth-mentioning hybrid approaches include a combination of ray tracing with radiosity, or ray tracing
with rasterization. First is used in some daylighting software tools such as EDSL TAS and DIAL+Suite and
it offers some advantages of both approaches. An advanced version of this hybrid method uses
Multidimensional Lightcuts [117], based on Lightcuts [118] and Instant Radiosity [119], to handle
complex illumination and specular materials efficiently. This method is implemented in Autodesk 360
rendering engine used in INSIGHT (Solar analysis tool) for Revit (Figure 16 and Figure 27). Developers
claim that this method is up to 10 times faster than Radiance. However, since indirect illumination is
based on Instant Radiosity, a biased method that does not include caustics, this may be a significant
shortcoming for CFS and complex BIPV.

Figure 16 – Cumulative Insolation in INSIGHT (Solar analysis tool) for Revit
Another approach, originally developed for the gaming industry, combines ray tracing with rasterization
[120] [121]. Despite the fact, these methods are not designed for scientific purposes, but for
entertainment, some of them like Frostbite demonstrated great accuracy when validated against
visualization industry-standard PBR engine Mitsuba [122]. Since leading gaming engines are turning
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towards unbiased PBR, it is expected that in the future, custom tools, built on these engines and
validated, will be capable to simulate complex BIPV with reasonable accuracy in an interactive or even
real-time manner. One of the possible approaches is explained in the following sub-chapter.
GPU-based shading evaluation techniques
Ray tracing algorithms can handle very complex shading scenarios [123-125]. Nevertheless, the system
resources that they require to depend on the number of rays that need to be traced, which swiftly
increases with the desired accuracy and the complexity of the scene [126-128]. The complexity of the
objects or structures that the ray tracing can manage is limited by the power of the Central Processing
Unit (CPU) that handles their execution. Even though CPU power has increased over time, some practical
cases are still out of reach [129] [130] [11].
Another software approach is now emerging as a viable alternative. Today, virtually all graphics systems
are characterized by a special-purpose Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) that is custom-tailored to carry
out specific graphics functions. The GPU is a specialized electronic circuit designed to rapidly manipulate
and alter the computer memory and accelerate the creation of images on a display device via a frame
buffer. During the last decade, the performance of GPUs has surged, mainly driven by the everincreasing demand emanating from the video game industry. Modern GPUs are very effective at
manipulating computer graphics and image processing, and their highly parallel structure makes them
more efficient than general-purpose CPUs for algorithms that are designed to process large blocks of
data in parallel [131]. In a personal computer, a GPU can be present on a video card or can be embedded
on the motherboard. The availability of powerful GPUs opens very promising possibilities for the
simulation of complex 3D shading scenes applied to PV systems because the impacting shadows can be
evaluated with a very high spatial resolution that reaches well beyond the PV cell level in short
calculation times. One of the functionalities of the GPU during rasterization is to evaluate the depth of
each pixel to be displayed for a specified field of view, defined by its source point and angle of view. This
information is stored as a z-coordinate in the depth buffer, where a lower z-value corresponds to a lower
depth (closer to the observer).
The spatial resolution of the 3D scene can be adapted at will by varying the area of the object that is
covered by one pixel. The shadow evaluation on the PV array can be carried out on elements that are
much smaller than a PV cell. Figure 17 illustrates this concept through the example of a PV system
mounted on the roof of a house and that is affected by shadows produced by a tree, an antenna, a
chimney, and the roof itself. All the 3D objects of the scene were imported from 3D Warehouse, and the
PV system was directly defined into 3DPV, a GPU-based simulation tool under development [132]. The
Figure a) shows the shading scene for a given time moment, b) shows the corresponding modeling of
the shading status of the PV generator elements, and c) shows the integration of the effective shading
losses factor over a day. The shading status can be defined at a spatial resolution that is well below the
PV cell level. Increasing the number of elements per PV cell automatically increases the accuracy of the
shadow evaluation, but also increases the calculation time. For most cases, using one element per PV
cell is sufficient to provide reasonable accuracy. For cases where the 3D scene is very complex and/or
high accuracy is required, or in the high-end case of specialized research topics [133-135], it can be
advantageous to use more than one element per cell. In any case, using nine elements per PV cell is
normally more than enough. Even though it remains possible to carry out the shadow evaluation using
more elements per PV cell (e.g. 16, 25 or more), up to the pixel level, experience shows that this leads
to a very little gain in accuracy, so that the increase in computation time is not justified.
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Figure 17 - Shading scene modeled into 3DPV using a GPU-based method. a) shows the shading scene
for a given time moment, b) shows the corresponding modeling of the shading status of the PV generator
elements, and c) shows the integration of the effective shading losses factor over a day.
These GPU-based methods make it possible to evaluate very complex shading scenes in short amounts
of calculation times. For example, 3DPV was applied to the evaluation of the effective shading losses
over one part of the city of Boston called the Skyline where the buildings were covered with BIPV
modules. In this example, some PV modules are integrated into building facades, whereas others are
mounted on rooftops. Some systems are even mounted on curved facades for architectural reasons.
Overall, there is a wide variety of system geometries. All the hypothetical PV installations together
amount to a total number of 29,872 PV modules, or 1,792,320 PV cells, representing a total capacity
close to 7.5 MWp. A shading evaluation was carried out for each PV cell and for each 10-min moment.
This represents a total of ≈40 billion shading evaluations. Despite this massive amount of calculations
for the complete scenario, they were completed within only several minutes on a conventional desktop
computer. Figure 18 illustrates some of the results obtained on some of the buildings, where the shading
losses fraction has been evaluated for each element of the scene and is represented through its daily
integration
over
one
arbitrary
day
of
the
year.

Figure 18 - Daily integration of the shading losses fraction as evaluated over some of the buildings of the
Skyline area of Boston.
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Apart from their advantages in terms of calculation power, these GPU-based approaches also offer
additional interesting features. For example, as in the case of 3DPV, they can be implemented using the
programming language WebGL [136-137]. This makes it possible to carry out all the simulations locally
on the user's client-side (e.g. computer) from a user-friendly and interactive Web browser, without
requiring any local installation from the user. This approach also empowers the user, who can obtain full
benefit from the underlying information already available online, such as 3D object libraries. Since the
tool can be directly operated online, the use of 3D objects libraries available online is possible. This
approach also offers more interactive capabilities, thus constituting a suitable pathway to integrated
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education [138-139]. This also opens the
doors to more advanced built-in learning tools for the users and to the implementation of gamification
techniques, which introduce game-design elements and game principles in non-game contexts [140141].
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Figure 19 – Workflow for calculating effective irradiance
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6.3.4. Temperature of PV
The conversion of sunlight into electricity generally is temperature-dependent. Different PV
technologies have different temperature coefficients for voltage, current and power output originating
from basic temperature dependencies of physical quantities like band-gap, charge carrier lifetimes and
mobilities. In order to calculate the relevant cell temperature of each solar cell for each time step,
differently detailed models can be applied: from simple approaches using the ambient air temperature
and the irradiance level with a technology- and product-specific linear factor, through node models
considering the module layer structure, up to detailed, spatially resolved thermal simulations. A detailed
comparison of temperature models can be found for example in [142], temperature loss models are also
reported in [143-146]. It is important to mention, that the temperature of cells in a BIPV system can vary
strongly and can be higher than for standard PV power plant configurations. The ventilation of modules
is often poor, depending on the mounting situation. Thus, every BIPV project needs a careful evaluation
of the temperature levels reached in the modules. These temperature levels are very relevant for the
performance but also for the stability, durability, material strain, etc.

6.3.5. Electric DC output of PV
Based on irradiance, temperature, the electric interconnection of cells, modules, and strings, the
electric output can be calculated. Either empirical models or equivalent circuit models are used. Due to
various types of inclination and orientation of BIPV-systems, irradiance values between 100 and 1500
W/m2 are of particular interest. This means that all electrical models should be able to predict the DC
yield for this broad range of irradiance levels, especially for low light conditions. There are many
investigations in the literature about PV cells under low light conditions, such as for c-Si [147], a-Si and
CIGS [148] and other cell materials [149-151]. Stamenic et al. demonstrated the influence of low light
conditions in the simulation of (BIPV) systems [152]. It is shown that the cumulative impact on PV
module performance can decrease by 30% in module efficiency from 1000 to 200 W/m 2, whereas in
some latitudes this drop can go as high as 57% [153]. For this behavior, basic photovoltaic cell
characteristics at low irradiance are mainly responsible, while the angle of incidence and spectral
changes only account for up to 15%. For every BIPV system, the electric model that is applied has to be
suitable for the cell technology used and the actual product. Datasheet parameters stated in typical
module data sheets should be used as inputs for all calculations. Many tools offer a convenient selection
of modules from a list of modules available on the market. However, as many projects feature also
custom-made modules, sometimes a very specific definition of the input parameters is required.
(Combined) empirical models
A very basic power model has been introduced by Heydenreich et al. [154]. It contains only three
empirical parameters and allows for the calculation of the power output at maximum power point for
arbitrary combinations of irradiance and temperature. The three parameters can be extracted from the
datasheet if the output is given for at least three different irradiance levels. This is, however, not always
the case and thus the parameter fitting is a crucial step for this model. If the parameters can be
determined properly, the model enables the especially good description of the low light behavior, which
is of major importance for BIPV. However, effects like partial shading of a cell or a module are difficult
to include, as the model describes only the power output and no detailed current-voltage characteristics.
The Sandia PV Array Performance Model (SAPM) is also an empirical model, but it does not only describe
the power but is based on the IV curve [155]. In addition to the widely-used characteristic points on the
IV curve ((0,Jsc), (Vmpp,Jmpp),(Voc,0)), SAPM parameterizes the electrical behavior by using two more
points on the IV curve to improve the representation of the shape of the IV curve. A large amount of
parameters in the SAPM allows for a good description at various operating conditions but not for direct
insight into the physical properties of a PV system, as the parameters do not necessarily have a physical
meaning.
A different empirical approach is followed in the loss factors model (LFM) [156-161], where five
physically significant and independent normalized loss factors are considered. Together with the
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parameters for irradiance, spectral mismatch, and temperature, these five loss factors for Isc, Rs, Rp, FF,
and Voc determine the electrical output of the module. As the loss factors have physical meanings, the
method allows quick identification of unusual performance patterns and can give insightful information
during operation of a BIPV system. LFM is more advanced as it takes into account these five physically
significant and independent normalized loss factors as well as spectral and temperature corrections to
estimate Final Energy Yield (YF) or Performance Ratio (PR) for most PV module technologies (c-Si, HIT,
a-Si, CIGS, CdTe and a-Si/uc-Si).
Equivalent circuit models
The use of equivalent circuit models is also wide-spread in PV simulation tools. In these models, the
electric behavior of a PV device is represented by an equivalent circuit consisting of one or more diodes,
series and shunt resistance. Thus, the complete IV-curve of a PV device can be modeled, not only
characteristic points as in the SAPM or loss factor model described above. The simplest version would
be the ideal single diode model with only three parameters: photocurrent Ipv, the saturation current I0
and ideality factor a. However, the practical relevance of the ideal single diode model is low, as at least
an additional series resistance has to be considered to describe a real device. Therefore, the single diode
Rs-model, also known as the 4-parameter model, has been introduced [162]. Adding also a parallel shunt
resistance leads to the single diode Rp-model, also known as the five parameter model (e.g. [163]). All
single diode models inherently neglect the recombination losses in the depletion region. These can be
included by extending the equivalent circuit by an additional diode leading to the two-diode model with
two additional parameters: saturation current (I02) and ideality factor (a2) of the second diode. With
these 7 parameters, the two diode model gets computationally demanding but also results in a high
accuracy especially at low irradiance conditions. For all equivalent circuit models, a precise extraction of
the parameters from typically available datasheet information or IV measurements can be challenges
and a lot of algorithms have been presented. A good overview of equivalent circuit models and
corresponding algorithms can be found in [164]. A comparison of both, empirical models and a diode
model, is presented in [165].

6.3.6. Power electronics /electric AC output of PV
In most BIPV systems an inverter converts the DC output to AC. Inverters typically combine two
functionalities: MPP-tracking and DC/AC-conversion. There are also systems with additional modulelevel power electronics like DC/DC-optimizers or full DC-systems with batteries and DC loads. In any
case, performance models have to be able to consider the actual setup of power electronics used and
its operating conditions. A parametric model for the inverter efficiency, for example, can be based on
the input power and the input voltage using the model of Schmidt and Sauer [166].

6.3.7. Grid Infrastructure and limitations
Two basic categories of PV systems are available today: 1. Stand-alone off-grid 2. Grid-tie PV systems
(Batteryless or Battery-based). Electricity grids must have standard conditions of supply to ensure that
end-use equipment and infrastructure can operate safely and effectively. These conditions are
commonly referred to as power quality requirements voltage and frequency regulation, power factor
correction and harmonics [167]. For example, the standards for the voltage that Australian distribution
network service providers (DNSPs) must comply with are determined individually by each state and
territory. At the current time, there is a group of states that have adopted the new nominal voltage of
230 V +10% / -6% (New South Wales, South Australia, Tasmania, and Victoria) [168]. Source of energy in
a grid-connected system can fluctuate significantly over timescales from seconds through hours to days
and seasonally which can cause significant negative power quality impacts at high penetrations [169].
Therefore, in a distributed a PV project it is necessary to understand the factors associated with the grid
connection such as voltage; phase; power factor; feed-in power clipping, etc. For example, it helps to
comprehend the available savings associated with reduced demand as some electricity networks charge
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demand in real power (kW) and in apparent power (kVA): Variance in demand charges is considerable,
from 5.4376 $/kVA/month for United Energy (in Victoria) to 28.780 $/kW/month for Ergon Energy (in
Queensland) [70].
Out of the 23 tools and 4 apps few tools (e.g. Solarius PV, PV Scout 2.0, Polysun) have provided the
options on the electric grid types to differentiate the grid voltage between phase and neutral, a number
of phases, displacement power factor, and feed-in power clipping. Polysun allows the users to select the
grid configuration from a catalog e.g. single phase 230 50Hz, or three-phase 230V/400V, 50 Hz Star WHY,
etc. Also, the software considers maximum phase load, an imbalance in the feed-in phase (input). COSθ
and feed in power limitation consumption. This knowledge is quite specific disciplinary related and hard
for architects and consultants to understand. It would be good if the selection of grid types can be autoconfigured with the combination with localized information.

6.3.8. Integrated PV performance models
PV performance models implemented in software tools comprise at least the functionalities described
in the previous chapters.

Figure 20 – Workflow for calculating BIPV yield and other building performances
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Also, Fraunhofer ISE developed a scientific tool suite to combine the relevant performance simulation
steps for arbitrarily complex BIPV systems. In [166], such a detailed model combining all steps has been
presented and validated. Further descriptions, application examples and possible connections to
Building Information Modelling of this tool suite can be found in [171]. For the calculation of the timedependent irradiance on each individual solar cell of a BIPV system, the ray-tracing tool RADIANCE is
used. For the calculation of the temperature of all PV cells, different models are available [172]. The
electrical cell behavior is described by an equivalent circuit model. Due to accuracy, usually, the two
diode model is used. Finally, the DC-AC conversion is considered by a parameterized inverter model
based on the datasheet specifications of the inverter. Thus, a very detailed simulation of the
performance of a BIPV system, especially also for complex building geometries, customized BIPV
modules, and complex electric circuit designs, can be performed. The model has been validated and
used for the design, planning, and optimization of several complex BIPV systems1.

6.3.9. Additional important aspects of BIPV performance modeling
Spatial Resolution
As already discussed, some BIPV systems can represent complex installations in terms of irradiance and
electrical yield performance modeling. Simulating effects of partial shading can be very significant as it
may cause electrical mismatch losses, hot-spots and overheating of PV cells, thus influencing power
output, accelerating degradation and decreasing system reliability [173]. Therefore, models with higher
spatial resolutions, preferably on a PV cell level or higher, are needed to account for these effects. Only
one of the analyzed tools, Ladybug Tools, has been documented to be able to simulate BIPV performance
on PV cell level when coupled with external script in MATLAB [174]. The employed model can handle
mutual shading, solar insolation, and electric energy yield of dynamically actuated PV modules. The
study showed that with a detailed “planning of module string configuration, PV cell orientation, and
location of bypass diodes reduces electrical mismatch losses induced by partial shading and can result
in more than 50% higher energy yield compared to uninformed design strategies”.
Temporal Resolution
For the BIPV energy output predictions, it is necessary to perform simulations on an annual basis.
However, the temporal resolution of results may greatly affect BIPV performance assessment and an
especially off-grid solution including energy storage. Since energy storage capacity is sized based on a
high temporal resolution to match energy loads usually on an hourly basis, lower temporal resolutions
may cause unreliable results. Furthermore, climates with a high frequency of change may require even
greater temporal resolution. Especially the extent of partial shading due to close objects can vary rapidly
and requires a high temporal resolution of up to 5 min-steps.
On the other hand, during the early design phase, time-efficient methods are applied that provide
reasonable and predictive reliability. Robinson and Sone proposed such a method using Radiance
module GenCumulativeSky, that takes a climate file as an input and generates a cumulative sky Radiance
distribution. It may be described either in terms of a global Radiance distribution for a discretized sky
1

https://www.ise.fraunhofer.de/de/forschungsprojekte/auslegung-einer-bipv-anlage-fuerein-jugendstilgebaeude-in-zuerich.html
https://de.strabag-newsroom.com/pressreleases/construct-pv-zeigt-fassadenintegriertephotovoltaik-am-zueblin-gebaeude-z3-2224113
https://www.ise.fraunhofer.de/en/research-projects/rdemo-facade.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0038092X16302183
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vault, or a diffuse discretized Radiance distribution with either hourly or a statistical subset of suns and
produces annual irradiation images from a single simulation [175]. The method successfully combines
the advantages of alternatives approaches represented through a computational efficiency [176] and
accuracy [177]. This approach has found particular application in estimating precisely annual solar
irradiation on the building envelope and in an urban context, useful for identifying areas with a good PV
potential and areas with an excessive solar exposure (overheating) that should consider shading options
for reducing solar penetration. Another very accurate method for predicting PV potential through
irradiance on the surface is A360 rendering engine used in Autodesk Green Building Studio. This method
is validated in NREL according to the standard calculation methods for POA irradiance [178-179]. Both
engines present valuable tools for estimating BIPV potential that can compete with tools designed only
for PV, while effectively and accurately accounts for shading and complex environments contrary to the
standard POA methods
PV Cell Technologies
PV cells have different sensitivity to light in a certain range of wavelengths as well as irradiance levels.
The spectral sensitivity curve is known as the spectral response. Figure 21 shows the spectral response
curves for different PV cell types. Some PV cell types have the high spectral response in both visible and
near-infrared part of the spectrum (c-Si). Others are more inclined towards the visible part of the
spectrum (a-Si). Some PV tools like PVGIS use satellite solar radiation data for different spectral bands
to calculate the effect of spectrum changes on the PV energy output (Figure 22). It is therefore important
to assess irradiance levels on BIPV surfaces and verify PV cell type most suitable for a particular climate
and setting.

Figure 21 - Spectral sensitivity of different PV technologies (left), Relative efficiency at constant irradiance
at different module temperatures (right) Credit PVGIS
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Figure 22 - Effect of spectral variations on PV energy output for two PV technologies. Left: crystalline
silicon. Right: CdTe. The maps show the percentage increase (or decrease) in the energy output due to
spectral effects, i.e. value of -3 means the spectral effects cause a decrease in the energy output of 3%.
Credit PVGIS
Bifacial
Bifacial modules get more and more important in the market, also for BIPV applications. The simplest
irradiance calculation methods do not easily work for the combination of front and rear side absorption
and therefore more often ray-tracing has to be applied. A practical irradiance model for bifacial modules
has been presented by Marion et al. [180]. Also, there are particularities associated with the electrical
modelling of bifacial modules that are not captured by the typical electrical PV models currently in use.

6.3.10. Databases
PV/BIPV Modules
Many different types PV modules are now available in the market and the range of solar cells spans
different materials and structures in the quest to extract the maximum power from the device while
keeping the cost to a minimum [181]. In 2016, 93% of the global PV cell manufacturing capacity utilizes
crystalline silicon (cSi) technology, representing a commanding lead over rival forms of PV technology,
such as cadmium telluride (CdTe), amorphous silicon (aSi), and copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS)
[182]. Further, the International Energy Agency have reported advanced thin films, organic cells and
concentrator technologies (CPV) as emerging technologies [183]. Thus, selecting the correct technology
along with their different responses to climatic effects, cost, tolerance., conversion efficiency, potentialinduced degradation, light-induced degradation, embodied energy, durability, and building regulations
and warranty [184] is a crucial decision in designing the PV system as solar modules are the core
component of a solar power system.
In the software and apps observed, the PV modules can be selected from a Module Database. For
example, SAM, PV Watts, Solarius PV, PVSocut, PV Sol allows selecting the PV details such as PV
technology, type of installation (open, rack, roof-mounted, tracking), tilt angle, azimuth angle, etc. Some
software and apps allow entering custom module specifications (e.g. Sunnulator). In PV-GIS in addition
to PV technology, tilt, and azimuth angle, they type installation can be selected as fixed or buildingintegrated. However, most tools are made for conventional PV modules and do not have specific
components related to BIPV projects. Currently, BIMsolar-PVSITES software has details of BIPV modules
in their database that support configurators from cell to glazing allowing generation of realistic BIPV
modules (even semi-transparent aSi or CIGS). It would be easier for local designers and engineers if there
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were a database for commercially available BIPV module with technical specifications, cost information
and fire rating information in PV design software. This would result in accurate calculations and
simulation of BIPV project power output as well as the cost.
Inverters
Solar PV inverters facilitate the conversion of solar PV DC power to AC at the required voltage [184]. The
performance of an inverter depends on topology (central, string, multi-string and micro), its point of
work, threshold of operation, grid connection system, inverter output waveform, harmonic distortion
and frequency, PV efficiency, maximum power point tracker (MPPT) and transformer [51;185].
Therefore, designers should choose inverters according to load types and power requirements. As in the
selection of PV modules, most software has provided inverter databases for the users to select from.
For example, SAM uses a single library of inverter input parameters which is maintained by the California
Energy Commission (CEC). In PVsyst, PV SOL, PV*SOL online and EasyPV the inverter can be autoconfigured to suit the PV Panels. Whereas in software such as RetScreen Expert, Easy Solar the details
the inverter capacity, efficiency, losses and cost details must be manually entered. The software SAM,
Archelios Pro online contains micro inverter details to select from. Therefore, it would be easier for local
designers, installers, and engineers if a comprehensive inverter database along with their technical
specifications, cost information was presented to them in a PV design software, which would result in
accurate calculations and simulation of PV project performance and as well as the cost and benefits.
Batteries
Batteries are used to store energy in PV applications for use at times when no solar irradiance is available
(e.g. night time). The common battery type used in a PV system is the lead-acid battery. However, under
extreme temperature life of the lead-acid battery will lower. Therefore, in such situations, Nickle
Cadmium batteries are used [186]. The ﬁrst decision that needs to make for battery sizing is ‘how much
storage you would like your battery bank to provide’. Often this is expressed as ‘days of autonomy’
because it is based on the number of days you expect your system to provide power without receiving
an input charge from the solar PV array [187]. Although batteries are a relatively low fraction of PV
system initial costs, they can be the most expensive component in the overall life-cycle cost of a PV
system [186]. Therefore, PV designers should ensure the selection of the most suitable battery for the
PV system. Several software which facilitate the design of standalone PV systems provide either
databased to select the battery (e.g. SAM, Homer Pro, PVsyst, Polysun Solarius PV, EasyPV), autoconfigure based on the PV system and inverter parameters (e.g. SAM) or the parameters can be
manually entered as per manufacturer specification (e.g. Sunnulator). Databases include the details of
type/chemistry, battery bank sizing, current and capacity, power converters, storage dispatch controller,
battery lifetime, battery bank replacement and thermal behavior. However, there should be a database
with comprehensive battery product and cost information to cater to the design of BIPV systems.
BOS components
BOS components typically constitute 10-50% of total system costs [188]. They are all the additional
elements necessary to properly install the PV system such as isolators, cabling, circuit, charge
controllers, earthing and lightning protection, metering systems, etc. Only several tools consider
information on isolators, caballing, circuits, charge controllers, meters, monitors, inspectors, and
frames. Out of them, tools such as Easy Solar online, Easy Solar App and SAM have considered the cost
aspect only. In Solarius PV electrical components (in both AC and DC) can be added and the PV system
wiring diagram is generated. Further, information such as voltages, currents, power and cable
designations, wiring diagram can always be exported in the DXF/DWG CAD file formats. EasyPV has a
database on DC Isolators, DC cable, and connectors, AC cable and isolators and meters. Most tools do
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not consider earthing and lightning protection or requirement for plant/equipment room under BOS.
However, in PVscout an option is given to whether lightning protection provided or not can be selected.
But PVscout is developed for Germany only, therefore, not suited to the local context. When considering
the local context, a database with locally available products with codes and standards for installing these
components is required. This is an important consideration in PV design software.

6.3.11. Grid Infrastructure
Two basic categories of PV systems are available today: (1) Stand-alone off-grid (2) Grid-tie PV systems
(Batteryless or Battery-based). Electricity grids must have standard conditions of supply to ensure that
end-use equipment and infrastructure can operate safely and effectively. These conditions are
commonly referred to as power quality requirements voltage and frequency regulation, power factor
correction and harmonics [167]. Source of energy in a grid-connected system can fluctuate significantly
over timescales from seconds through hours to days and seasonally which can cause significant negative
power quality impacts at high penetrations [169]. Therefore, in a distributed BIPV project it is necessary
to understand the factors associated with the grid connection such as voltage; phase; power factor;
feed-in power clipping, etc. For example, it helps to comprehend the available savings associated with
reduced demand as some electricity networks charge demand in real power (kW) and in apparent power
(kVA) [170].
Out of the 23 tools and 04 apps few tools e.g. Solarius PV, PV Scout 2.0, Polysun have provided the
options on the electric grid types to differentiate the grid voltage between phase and neutral, a number
of phases, displacement power factor, and feed-in power clipping. Polysun allows the users to select the
grid configuration from a catalog e.g. single phase 230 50Hz or three-phase 230V/400V, 50 Hz Star WHY,
etc. Also, the software considers maximum phase load, an imbalance in the feed-in phase (input). COSθ
and feed in power limitation consumption. This knowledge is quite specific disciplinary related and hard
for architects and consultants to understand. It would be good if the selection of grid types can be autoconfigured with the combination with localized information.

6.4. Building Performance Simulation
Building physics addresses several different areas in building performance, including hygrothermal,
acoustical and light-related properties, and the performance of the material, building assemblies (roof,
facades, windows, etc.), spaces, the whole building, and the built environment [189]. In this study
building types, interactive design, structural loads, energy loads, and neighboring building and objects
are considered important in PV system design and management.

6.4.1. Structural
Impact of structural loads on PV arrays and PV attachments such as Dead Load, Wind Load, Earthquake
(Seismic) Load, Live Load, Rain Load, Snow loads is vital in planning and development of a PV system
[190]. These elements introduce substantial loads to the panels and the roof through wind up-lift,
thermal expansion, and debris buildup and as a result, substantial loads can lead to the destruction of
rooftops and PV systems [191]. In case of BIPV systems, the PV panels are integral with the roof or lay
ﬂat on the roof surface such that they do not affect the roof proﬁle and they may consist of sheets of
photovoltaic material attached to the roof membrane by an adhesive. The attachment method can
signiﬁcantly affect the loads that are being applied to the structure and how it is being handled. In most
cases, building façade integrated PV is designed to withstand wind loads, snow loads, and impose loads:
barrier loading, impact loading due to cleaning and maintenance, bomb blast effect and seismic effects
[192]. Therefore, the entire PV array mounting system and all components must be designed to support
the maximum expected load combinations.
None of the tools except EasyPV provide options for structural load calculations. EasyPV offers a simple
calculation for the dead load and the wind load based on roof structure types (such as flat, truss, rafters,
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roof with hips and valleys, asymmetric pitched roof, etc.). The calculation is based on the total weight
of the solar array, the area covered by the solar array, weight of the mounting and ballast, weight of the
roof covering. This calculator works out the additional loading on the roof due to the solar array,
associated mounting components and wind load (Figure 23). This method does not actually check the
load capacity of the roof. It merely checks that the loading is not increased significantly. Nevertheless,
EasyPV is a tool which is specifically designed for assessing PV systems in the UK for roof-mounted PV
only. It does not support the roof-integrated or façade integrated PV. Therefore, it would be good for
software to consider structural load calculations combined with localized information.

Figure 23 - Easy PV Structural Load Calculation

6.4.2. Energy demand
The first step in designing a solar PV system is to find out the total power and energy consumption of all
loads that need to be supplied by the solar PV system as follows: 1. Calculate total Watt-hours per day
for each appliance used in the building/project 2. Calculate total Watt-hours per day needed from the
PV modules. A detailed and professional analysis of the consumption patterns compared to the expected
generation from the PV solar system is crucial because it forms the basis of the financial returns from
your system [50-51]. So, it is important that your installer matches your system size to your average
consumption [51].
Software such as Solarius PV, PV*SOL Premium, HomerPro and SAM, allow to specify the electric
demand, or expected electricity consumption for a grid-connected power system. The loaded data
represents the electric demand of a building or other load center over the period of a single year. SAM’s
Input Time Series Load Data option allows you to import hourly or sub-hourly load data from a text file,
or paste it from a spreadsheet or other program. It also provides an option for scaling the load data to
better match the building's load or values from an electricity bill. Figure 24 shows whole building energy
analysis interface in INSIGHT for Revit.
Calculationsolar.com for online calculation of solar photovoltaic installations supports energy consumed
through Appliance and Illumination in a building for calculating the energy consumption per day.
Further, in Calculationsolar.com PV module is sized based on % of monthly energy consumption based
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on habitual use and use during weekends and holidays. It would be beneficial if the software can
incorporate instant data or at least a minimum time interval (minutes or seconds) on real-time energy
consumption data will significantly impact the accuracy of economic analysis and design optimization.
Further, the software can interpolate the data to forecast future consumption that facilitates to life cycle
analysis of PV system.

Figure 24 - Whole Building Energy Analysis in INSIGHT for Revit Credit Autodesk

6.4.3. Energy PV yield
Defining energy yield of BIPV system represents an essential feature of every BIPV tool. However, the
quality of data especially regarding temporal and spatial resolution (see chapter 6.3.9) greatly influence
the applicability of the tool and method in different design phases (see 6.1.1).

6.4.4. Energy Price
Energy prices include rates paid for electricity consumed from a designated utility provider. Energy
prices are required to identify the cost of electricity consumption of the building. Which enable the
calculation of cost savings from a BIPV project. All the tools support the calculation of energy-saving
and have the function to insert the energy price manually or select the value for a price from a dropdown menu. More details are discussed under Reduction of energy bills section. It would be beneficial
for PV planners and designers to have a database that includes energy price data from different utility
providers.

6.4.5. Emissions
PVs in buildings provide direct environmental advantages and serve as a statement of environmental
interest [193]. Photovoltaics are seen to be generally of benign environmental impact, generating no
noise or chemical pollutants during use [194]. The life cycle of PV systems consists of three phases: (1)
manufacturing and construction phase, (2) operational phase and (3) decommissioning phase [195 –
197]. In the manufacturing and construction phase, electricity is required and imported from the
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national grids which are powered by various power plants, where 93% of the energy sources are fossil
fuels and a result, greenhouse gases would be emitted during the manufacturing and installation of PV
systems (e.g. Raw Materials Extraction, Materials Production, Module Manufacturer, System/Plant
Component, Manufacture Installation/Construction [197]. They are embedded in the installed PV
system. In the operational phase, PV systems generate clean electricity thus reduce the use of natural
gas and in return the emissions of greenhouse gases caused by the combustion of natural gas [197-198].
Further, in the decommissioning phase, electricity is required for recycling all the materials disposed of,
such as recycling of aluminum supporting structures and module frames [198].
Several software has covered the effect of PV systems on the environment. For example, Solarius PV,
PVsyst, Homer Pro, RetScreen calculate the emissions avoided which are expressed for a year and for 25
years. This helps to provide the customers and designers on the environmental impact through energy
saved from their proposed design. However, this software does not pay attention to the embedded
emissions of the PV system during the manufacturing and construction phase nor the emissions caused
during the decommissioning phase. Therefore, the amount of emission avoided could be overstated and
does not show a real situation.

6.4.6. Other
Heat Island Effect
The heat island effect is related to higher urban temperatures in the city centers compared to the
surrounding rural or suburban area [199]. According to Genchi et al. [200] and [201], if photovoltaic (PV)
panels are installed over a large area, the surface heat balance of the city will be altered. Large-scale PV
panel installation may influence urban microclimate in different ways: (1) shading effect: the PV panels
installed on the rooftops decrease conductive heat transfer through the roof of the building. Thus,
resulting in a reduction in the energy consumption for cooling the building and reduce CO2 emissions (2)
sensible heating effect of the PV panels: PV panels have albedos that are lower than most other building
surface materials and therefore tend to absorb more solar irradiation, thereby reaching a higher
temperature. Furthermore, because the surface area to volume ratio of the PV panels is large, the energy
absorbed is easily transmitted to the air, thus accelerating the urban heat island effect. However, it is
unclear if the same will occur under a massive deployment of PV in the cityscape. In [202], simulations
for an urban location in China revealed that, although the building surfaces experienced important
temperature and heat flux variations, the air temperature of urban canyons with integrated PV varied
little compared to a non-PV scenario. In fact, the opposite was obtained: the increase in conversion
efficiency lead to a reduction in the urban canyon air temperature. The literature on this issue is still
very scarce, and conclusions are drawn based only on small-scale simulations (given the complexity of
models). Existing studies for several locations in the world – Tianjin, Los Angeles [203], Phoenix e Tucson
[204], Paris [205], Osaka [206] – indicate a decrease in the electricity consumption for cooling in the
summer and a slight increase in heating needs in the winter, depending of course on local climate and
PV conversion efficiency.
Therefore, it is necessary to factor the effect to PV system towards heat island effect in the design
decision, especially on the urban scale. However, none of the software has given any consideration on
this matter. Therefore, it would be beneficial if the design tools could provide an indication of how the
proposed design will affect the heat island effect on the selected location.
Impact on Indoor Environment
Rooftop PV panels produce a substantial amount of heat while generating power. Consequently, BIPV
has a significant influence on the amount of heat transfer through the building fabrics and could affect
the indoor air temperatures, cooling load and the comfort of the occupants, as it changes the thermal
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properties of the building envelops. Therefore, it is necessary to balance the effect of PV systems in the
building cooling load with the cost/benefits associated with the PV system design.
On the other hand, BIPV categories (C-E) indicate the application of BIPV in facades. This brings another
set of challenges on how to integrate BIPV so it doesn’t have any undesirable effect on the indoor
environment. Apart from potential thermal stress already discusses that is applicable to these BIPV
categories as well, BIPV may have a huge impact on visual and non-visual comfort. Solar design methods
and tools for assessing daylighting, glare and circadian effects are in general compatible with the tools
used in BIPV modeling as they use the same light source. Tools such as Ladybug Tools for Rhinoceros 3D
and INSIGHT for Revit (Figure 25) facilitate the analysis of multiple performances within the same design
framework that facilitates multi-criteria assessment. However, the majority of other tools do not allow
co-simulation of performances other than PV energy yield, and it would be beneficial if the design tools
could provide an indication on how the proposed design will affect the indoor environment of the
selected building.

Figure 25 - Daylighting Analysis in INSIGHT for Revit. Credit Autodesk

6.4.7. Optioneering
Multiple solutions’ comparison
Every BIPV ideation process includes numerous design options to be considered during BIPV planning.
The process usually starts from a number of solutions that are iteratively assessed either through
parametric or traditional workflows. A traditional workflow typically iterates through a smaller number
of solutions than parametric one, due to the limitation of manually setting parameters and choosing
their right combination. In this workflow, the choice on the parameter set per solution is based on
designers’ knowledge, experience and rules-of-thumb approach, while successive iteration selection can
be described as a trial and error process. With an increased number of parameters, the set can be quite
challenging to define. Furthermore, a high uncertainty of the performance implies that successive
iteration may even perform less than previous. In this non-linear process and uneven design landscape,
keeping a track of options is a very useful option. With multiple solution comparisons, the selection is
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facilitated as all performance categories may be compared and subjectively evaluated based on the
designer’ preferences. In a parametric workflow, and depending solely on the computation power,
multiple options may be assessed through automated process mapping a whole design landscape.
Specific options with associated parameter set may be extracted and compared until the preferred
option is defined.
Integrated optimization
Iterating through vast design landscape may be very time-consuming depending on the parameter count
and simulation time per each simulation run. The smaller parameter set may be explored via brute force
methods, where each parameter set is assessed. However, with increased parameter count, and
especially in the case of integrated simulations, this approach would be practically impossible. In these
cases, the optimization process aims to rationalize this search and minimize the number of iterations by
using previous iterations to learn and make an informed selection. This machine learning process has a
great potential to go beyond human capacity to improve multi-objective of BIPV installations. Currently,
machine learning methods such as genetic algorithms, neural networks and recently deep-learning are
leading the innovation in this field. However, a very limited number of tools supports such optimization
techniques. Ladybug Tools is one of the rare ones that may implement optimization due to highly flexible
parametric workflow within Rhino/grasshopper. Additionally, there is an ongoing development for
BIMsolar within the H2020 BIPVBOOST Project to support this feature.

6.5. Economics
This section will discuss the economic factors concerning PV project design and development.

6.5.1. Costs
Capital cost / BOQ prices
Solar PV systems vary in cost and customers are required to evaluate the technology, installer, and
warranty to ensure that the most feasible system is selected. The cost of a solar PV system can be
affected by a range of different factors such as government rebates and support schemes, location,
number of panels, BOS components, etc [52]. In this study, direct cost is discussed under capital cost/bills
of quantities (BOQ) prices and operations and maintenance cost. In addition to module price, many
factors contribute to the price of a PV system. The capital cost of a PV system is composed of the PV
module cost and the Balance of system (BOS) cost [51, 207}. The PV module cost is determined by raw
material costs, notably silicon prices, cell processing/manufacturing, and module assembly costs. The
BOS cost includes items, such as the cost of the structural system (e.g. structural installation, site
preparation and other attachments), the electrical system costs (e.g. the inverter, transformer, wiring
and other electrical installation costs) and the battery or other storage system cost in the case of offgrid applications [207]. In addition, soft costs such as labor costs, permitting, inspection, and
interconnection; land acquisition; tax; and engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC)/developer
overhead and net profit should be taken into consideration [208]. For further information refer IEA Task
15: Subtask B is currently working towards, identification, benchmarking and development of business
models of BIPV.
Approximately all the described software and mobile apps have the capability to calculate the cost of a
PV system. Not many software can auto-generate a BOQ nor provide a breakdown of cost is considered
in analyzing the capital cost of the PV system. PVscout facilitates the generation of BOQ However, it
does not support local context. EasyPV auto-generates the total cost of the PV system with a breakdown
of the individual cost of each component in the system with their unit price and quantity excluding tax
and the labor cost and tax are added. However, it does not consider the associated indirect costs. SAM,
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on the other hand, calculates the total installed cost considering 1. Direct cost: module, inverter, BOS,
labor cost, installer margin and overhead and contingency 2. Indirect capital cost: cost for permits and
environmental studies, engineering and development overheads, grid interconnections, land costs, and
sales tax. In terms of the local context, it would be good for the software to have a database with PV
system cost details.
Operations and maintenance cost
In addition to thinking about upfront costs of the PV solar plant, determining a plan and budget for
ongoing operations and maintenance (O&M) expenses is essential in assessing the business case for a
facility [209]. Accordingly, maintenance cost can be broken-down across four categories 1. scheduled
maintenance; 2. unscheduled maintenance; 3. inverter/equipment replacement; and 4. insurance,
property taxes, and owner’s costs. Furthermore, the cost for Administration (Billing, accounting, hiring
subcontractors and enforcement of warranties) and Monitoring (metering for revenue, alarms,
diagnostics) come under O & M cost [210]. These costs will likely escalate over the life of PV project
investment and should be factored into the financial analysis [211]. Only a few software has considered
incorporating the O&M cost in the financial analysis (e.g. SAM, EasyPV, Polysun, RetScreen). SAM allows
to enter O & M costs in three ways fixed annual costs, fixed annual costs proportional to the system
rated/nameplate capacity and variable annual costs proportional to system annual electricity
generation. However, in practice maintenance tasks and their frequency varies. Therefore, the
operational and maintenance cost should be calculated annually based on the system planned
preventive maintenance schedules. Another important feature in SAM is that it allows users to specify
cost categories as an annual value which recur every year or an annual schedule where the user is
required to allocate the cost to the year which is likely to occur. However, SAM does not specify the
inflation or cost escalations thus, the users require to enter the cost details adjusted with likely inflations
and escalations. It is essential for PV software to integrate maintenance schedules as well as associated
costs.

6.5.2. Benefits
To optimize the return on the solar installation, the total lifetime cost of a solar installation and total
energy generated should be compared to what would be spent with your current electricity provider
during that same period [52]. Solar PV direct benefits are saving of electricity bills, building material cost
offset, transmission loss, reduction of carbon cost.
Reduction of energy bills
The electricity generated by a solar energy system offsets the consumption of electricity provided by the
local utility. By foregoing the use of this electricity, solar customers avoid paying retail rates for the
generation and delivery of, and any other incidental costs associated with, electricity obtained from a
utility [212]. Solar PV and battery storage technologies offer consumers the ability to reduce their
electricity bills. The extent to which the savings on these bills are currently being determined within the
industry is limited to the savings associated with reduced volume consumption of electricity, denoted in
kilowatt-hours (kWh) [213]. Most of the software and mobile apps calculate the electricity cost and
savings. SAM calculates the electricity cost without the system and electricity cost with the system. The
difference between the two is the net saving with the PV system. EasyPV the projected income from the
system over the project lifetime in payments for generated and exported electricity, along with
electricity savings, are shown. Another important feature found in SAM is supporting (i.e. hourly subhourly) electricity bill values. Ideally, there should be real-time data but having sub-hourly electricitysaving values has more data point than monthly data taken from utility bills [214]. Therefore, having
sub-hourly data facilitates a more detailed level of analysis. Many countries have a number of energy
pricing structures which vary based on the building type, energy provided, and the state located. For
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example, a rate that is subject to the same price always; a standard rate applies other than a lower offpeak rate, etc. Different rates for usage depending on the time of day. Typically, these tariffs have a peak
rate period (usually weekdays and evenings) and off-peak rate (usually nights and weekends [215].
However, if the software can facilitate an up to date energy price database the results of the analysis
can be more accurate.

Building material cost offsets
One benefit of building-integrated PVs is that the cost of the elements they replace can be offset against
the PV cost [193]. Incorporation of PV materials into products such as roofing materials, windows,
awnings, and glassed facades provides the opportunity for cost reduction by replacing common building
materials with PV materials [51]. According to Eiffert [216], If BIPV products completely replace
traditional building materials, overall system costs should reflect a commensurate cost offset [217]
which should be considered in the design evaluation. However, none of the software and apps has
considered building material cost offsets in their PV system design platforms or in financial analysis.
However, the software can maintain a database on the façade and roof material and their costs could
facilitate the calculation of savings from the material offset.
Reduction of transmission loss
The compounded value of the additional energy generated by central plants that would otherwise be
lost due to inherent inefficiencies (electrical resistance) in delivering energy to the customer via the
transmission and distribution system [218]. When electricity is generated by a distributed generator, it
need not be transported as far, so less energy is lost. The energy value of distributed generation is
increased because distributed generation reduces the amount of electricity ‘lost’ in transport [219-220].
Since PV generates energy at or near the customer, those losses are avoided [218]. None of the software
and apps has considered this matter in their analysis. It would be beneficial if the owners could get a
clear picture of the percentage of transmission loss they have avoided from the proposed PV system.
Reduction of carbon cost
The economic damage caused by a ton of carbon dioxide emissions often referred to as the “social cost”
of carbon [221]. A study done by Nordhaus [222], estimates that the SCC is $31 per ton of CO2 in 2010
US$ for 2015. The installation of solar BIPV system reduces carbon emission by replacing coal to produce
electricity; thereby generating social benefits to the society. Some software calculates the CO2 emissions
avoided from the PV system. However, none of them has considered carbon pricing.

6.5.3. Finance Modes
Financing is one of the largest barriers to the development of renewable energy and this is true for both
renewable energy and energy efficiency in any country. Solar photovoltaic systems have low running
costs but comparatively high initial capital costs. Different types of financing modes/contracts are
available for the solar photovoltaic system. Therefore, the PV owner must consider the best options for
capital cost repayments [43]. Examples of several Solar PV financing contract arrangements are available
as shown in Table 4. This section will cover the modes of finance applicable for PV installation as well as
the parameters that should be considered in evaluating PV system option.

Table 4 - Types of finance modes available
Finance Mode

Description
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Direct Finance

Self-funded or debt/loan

Fully owned or leased by a third party (Solar A solar company pays for the installation of a PV
Power Purchase Agreement)
system in residence or business and then sells the
owner the power it generates at a cheaper rate than
what they would pay an energy retailer.
Solar Leasing

Financed by a third party and lease arrangement
made with the building owner. A supplier installs a
solar PV system and the owner make monthly
repayments on the system for a period, commonly
five to 10 years

Some software supports analysis of financial contract information and most are designed for direct
financing model (e.g. Polysun, PV scout, EasyPV, Solarius PV) where NPV, IRR and payback period is
calculated taking debt financing into consideration. However, for direct financing of residential or
commercial project, SAM allows the users to include 1. loan types: standard loan or mortgage; 2. loan
parameters: debt fraction, loan term, loan rate, principal amount, the weighted average cost of capital.
3. Analysis parameters: a period of analysis, inflation rate, real and nominal discount rates, tax and
insurance rates; 4. salvage value: net salvage value, end of analysis period salvage value. Further, SAM
consist of different templates for direct financing, third-party ownership, PA single owner, and PPA
partnership. Inputs of different finance parameters for different financial models are different.
Comparison of different finance models allows users to make informed decisions on the most financially
feasible project. However, it would be good if a local finance model can be included in software for
analyzing PV projects in Australia. Attributing each of these variables in a financial performance
evaluation requires up-to-date market costs, as well as location-relevant energy and network costs,
debt, inflation, tax rate, insurance rate, depreciation, and salvage value.

6.5.4. Financial Analyses
Financial to determine the expected financial benefit from a BIPV project to offset its current energy
costs, the lifetime cash flows are required. Annual cash flows would comprise the cost of installing the
equipment; the tax impact; depreciation; Renewable Energy incentives, energy costs, and energy
savings. Based on annual cash flows the following financial indicators can be calculated.






Life cycle cost (LCC()/Net present value (NPV)
Simple Payback
The internal rate of return (IRR)
Profitability Index/Return on investment (ROI)/ Levelized cost of energy LCOE)
Sensitivity Analysis

Most of the examined software uses cash flow models to calculate NPV, Simple payback and Levelized
cost of energy, net present value, payback period, and other financial metrics. For example, SAM (Figure
26), Retscreen Expert, Solarious PV, and Homer Pro. Further, Retscreen Expert and Homer Pro facilitate
Sensitivity Analysis as well.
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Figure 26 - Financial Analysis. Credit: System Advisor Model (SAM)
When concerning BIM integrated BIPV tools able to perform financial analyses, the choice is very limited.
One such tool is INSIGHT (Solar analysis tool) for Revit ( Figure 27). This tool offers very simple analyses
but very effective as they are integrated within the digital design workflow and does not require any file
conversion, transfer or external software. As a consequence, analyses are fast and convenient and most
importantly available at any time during the process.

Figure 27 – PV payback analysis in INSIGHT (Solar analysis tool) for Revit

6.5.5. Government Incentives
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Government policies play a vital role in PV solar system decisions. They can be identified as tradable
certificates, feed-in tariffs, finance loan programs and tax breaks [223-224].
Several software has considered government incentives such as feed-in tariffs, incentives and tax breaks
in the evaluation of PV system (e.g. SAM, Solarius PV, Polysun, EasyPV, Sunnulator, etc.). However, nonprovide different types of government incentives applicable locally. For example, Sunnulator only shows
the incentives applicable in Australia where retailer import tariff and retailer feed-in tariff for export can
be included. The data on feed-in tariffs and tax breaks could be manually entered into these software
systems. However, there’s a need for a database base with local government incentives to facilitate BIPV
project design and management.
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7. Tools’ comparative analysis
Table 5 - Analysis of BIPV Design and Management tools
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Table 6 - Analysis of BIPV Design and Management tools
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Table 7 - Analysis of BIPV Design and Management tools
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Table 8 - Analysis of BIPV Design and Management tools
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8. Discussion
The findings in the above section show that the current PV design and management tools cannot satisfy
all the above-mentioned aspects of PV design and management. Many application problems can be
found in these tools which are given below.
1. Lack of detailed localized meteorological data and localized terrain data
Most tools do not consider the local geological/terrain of the project site and its impacts on the PV
system output. However, terrain elevation is needed for calculation algorithms for solar radiation and
PV performance can make use of the height of the local horizon to consider the effect of shadowing on
the solar irradiance and hence PV output power [225]. An important consideration in achieving the
efficiency of a PV panel is to evaluate the performance for any weather conditions and to match the
maximum power output [226]. Therefore, actual local meteorological data in minimum time intervals
(e.g. seconds, minutes) are required.
2. Lack of localized PV system product (e.g. panel, storage, BOS) cost database
Solar sector in Australia is highly competitive and offers many different systems with different designs,
levels of quality and performance and price points [52]. However, in the current software do not have
information on the PV system components used locally. Including local PV product costs, installation
costs will significantly impact the accuracy of the economic analysis of the PV system.
3. Lack of localized energy prices and localized building codes and standards
Different building types have their respective building codes and standard as well as grid requirements
and utility prices which have not been fully embedded into the tools; thereby it creates lots of difficulties
for designers.
4. Less consideration on roof /façade integrated PV design and assessment
Among the PV design and management software and apps discussed most are developed for roofmounted PV and less consideration is given for ground-mounted and roof-integrated PV design and none
for façade integrated designs. Further none of the software facilitate calculation of shading loss on
façade integrated PV.
5. Lack of information on finance modes and contract options
Evaluation of different PV project finance modes and contract options are important in selecting the
most viable option. Considering the local financing modes and contracts will provide accurate results to
local stakeholders. However, most software tools have not embedded the feature of local finance
contract arrangement which creates a lot of difficulties for designers.
6. Lack of information on localized government incentives
Different building types /PV projects have their respective government incentives. The locally available
which have not been fully embedded into the tools; thereby it creates lots of difficulties for designers.
7. Difficulties for 3D virtual visualization and lack of consideration on different stakeholders’
perspectives
Current tools seldom provide alternative modeling perspectives. 3D virtual visualization is considered in
some tools but has limitations such as most cannot be used for BIPV buildings. Different stakeholders,
such as designers, clients, contractors, and government, have different focuses on PV analysis and
simulation. Further, in the certain software learning curve is high therefore, only specialized personnel
could use them.
8. No alternative PV design comparison
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The existing software support comparison of alternative PV designs. The designer, owners, etc. must
run each PV option individually and compare. Therefore, the users of these software face difficulties in
deciding the most economic and efficient PV option.
9. Lack of information on other BOS components
In a PV system, another BOS refers to the components and equipment that move DC energy produced
by solar panels through the conversion system which in turn produces AC electricity. This includes the
cables/wires, switches, enclosures, fuses, ground fault detectors, etc. Most tools have not considered
the information on isolators, caballing, circuits, charge controllers, meters, monitors, earthing and
lightning protection and plant /equipment rooms in system design and capital cost calculation. These
items are an integral part of the PV system and will significantly impact the accuracy of the economic
analysis as well as design optimization.
10. Lack of data on operation and maintenance costs
In most cases, operation and maintenance of PV and its cost is given the very low profile. Even though
PV system requires less maintenance, the cost involved in repair and replacement could be high.
Therefore, it is necessary to identify the maintenance tasks, their frequencies and the applicable costs
at the design stage to provide more realistic NPV values as well as clients can have a realistic picture on
the post-construction costs.
11. Lack of consideration on carbon emission, heat island effect, and indoor environment
Emission of the PV system only considers the operational phase. However, it is necessary to check the
embedded emissions from the manufacturing, construction and decommissioning phase. Therefore,
embedded CO2 emissions need to be taken into consideration to validate the actual reduction of CO2
emissions from Solar PV. Further, All the tools have missed the Heat Island effect of the PV panels. It is
necessary to factor the effect to PV system towards heat island effect and impact on the indoor
environment on the selected location in the design decision. This could be important in making
environmental policies as well as urban development policies.

12. Lack of consideration on construction /installation and commissioning process
None of the software has considered the commissioning and construction of the PV system. Tools
available in the current market are more suitable for detailed design phase as the tools require a
complex and detailed level of information as input [7-8]. However, the construction /installation and
commissioning process in a PV project should be taken into account as the construction schedules with
the performance status, installation process and safety training, defect inspection tracker for panels,
inverters, frames, building envelop, etc., thermal imaging could facilitate the designers, developers,
contractors and owners to track defects and design changes and for quality assurance.
13. Lack of real-time monitoring and control of the PV system
Today monitoring and performance analysis of solar PV plants has become extremely critical due to the
increasing cost of operation and maintenance as well as reducing yield due to performance degradation
during the lifecycle of the plant equipment [227]. Most tools examined do not support the postconstruction phase of the PV system. That is to identify whether the PV system is producing sufficient
power around the clock or if not, how the PV system operation can be controlled. Presently, monitoring
and control of the PV system are done through software given by the product or vendor. Therefore, it is
difficult for users of the PV system to identify the real-time performance of the PV system.
14. Not considering the decommissioning phase
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None of the software has considered the decommissioning phase and the cost and environmental aspect
of it due to the lack of inputs as BIPV is not yet a mature market. For clients, it is important to take notice
of the end-of-life treatment to ensure that the solar modules/components/materials can be
reused/recycled/recovered. Further, this will affect the calculation of NPV and financial analysis as well.
The above findings show that the current PV design and management tools cannot satisfy all of the
above-mentioned aspects of PV design and management. It is therefore essential to develop an
integrated platform which will provide cost-effective solutions for PV project development. Several
studies have been carried out in this regard. They have mainly focused on using BIM software for Solar
PV design. For example, Dixit et al. [228], developed an Application Programming Interface program in
Autodesk Revit to calculate the orientation of a sun-tracking PV roof tile/panel which can be used to
simulated PV electricity in Revit. Gupta et al. [229], developed a conceptual framework for PV simulation
using an open BIM standard format. However, none of the above studies has considered the whole life
cycle of PV projects on their platforms. Therefore, this study proposes a decision support system which
will address stakeholders’ practical difficulties. The proposed improvements are categorized under three
main headings: Information, Simulation, and analysis options and PV system operation - Table 9. The
proposed platform will operate under eight segments: weather and terrain database, virtual model
builder, local PV product database, lifecycle cost-benefit analysis, local building regulations, energy
consumption/generation, operation, and maintenance environmental benefits as shown in Figure 28.

Table 9 - Proposed Improvements for Solar PV Design and Management Tools
Category

Proposed Improvements
Detailed local meteorological data and local geographic/terrain data with minimum
time intervals
Localized PV system product database (e.g. panel, storage, BOS)
Localised cost data on PV system products and installation
Localised energy price data
Accurate energy consumption data
Information on local building regulations and codes

Information

Information on local government incentives and policies
Information on financial modes and contract arrangements
Database on previous project examples
Information on product performance in previous projects
Information on installers’ track record and experiences
Information on commissioning and O&M procedures

Efficient 3D model creation of the physical environment
Generation and comparison of alternative PV module designs
Simulation
and analysis Visualization of shading impact and losses
options
Automatic PV system configuration and optimization
Accurate energy consumption data simulation
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Installation process simulation and impact analysis (e.g. impact of harsh weather
conditions, occupational health and safety risks etc. on the project completion and
cost)
Matching and optimizing energy outputs with fluctuating demands and electricity
prices
Balancing revenue against the cost to optimise PV module and storage sizes
Analysis of environmental impact (carbon footprint, heat island)
Lifecycle cost-benefit analysis and comparison from different stakeholders’
perspectives
Sensitivity analysis by changing simulation and assessment factors
PV system performance monitoring and recording
PV
system Auto diagnosing function to alarm
operation
Und users’ behavior should be monitored and recapped in the performance
optimisation
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Figure 28- Proposed platform for Solar design and management
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9. Conclusion
This report summarized the complex BIPV planning process and demonstrated various methods and
tools, addressing their advantages and limitations regarding specific BIPV categories. Analysis of a BIPV
design and management process spans across the interests of multidisciplinary stakeholders including
academic and industrial parties. The report included 15 domains of BIPV planning such as geophysical,
technical, economic and environment which affect successful BIPV integration. 27 software, 9 Online
tools, and 4 Apps were compared against the aforementioned domains. The findings of this review
showed none of the examined software and apps can cater to all the factors pertaining to PV project
design and management. Therefore, this study propose a decision support system which will address
stakeholders’ practical difficulties by providing the main features: (1) a localized data repository which
will include weather information, building regulations, energy consumptions in different building
sectors, utility prices, construction and maintenance costs, contract types, financial modes, carbon
prices and government incentive schemes; (2) efficient 3D model creation of the physical environment;
(3) Hourly comparison of energy input and output; (4) PV layout design optimization; (5) Simulated
installation process and impact analysis; (6) Monitoring and inspection modules with auto diagnosing
function; (7) PV system performance recording; and (8) sensitivity analysis and scenario-based decision
making support.
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10. Future work
The methodology presented in this study analyses the BIPV planning process from a multi-stakeholder
perspective. Future trends will stream towards integrative approaches where digital communication will
allow interactive collaboration and decision making. Creation of digital-value chain will be a prerequisite
for larger BIPV implementation and acceleration. A prerequisite for such digitalization will be a creation
of BIPV standards and classification according to Industry Foundation Classification (IFC) that will be used
to describe BIPV products, store information, facilitate interoperability of software through the unified
format. This BIPV data-classification within Building Information Modelling (BIM) will also affect the
integration of design and engineering processes to produce highly aesthetic and performing BIPV.
Therefore, future work will be focused on the BIPV planning within BIM and the creation of improved
tools, workflows, data management, and interoperability. In particular, future works will be built around
the following themes:
 Tools: Validation of existing BIPV simulation tools assessing accuracy, speed for variable spatial
and temporal resolution as well as a comparison to round-robin results.
 Workflows: Collecting existing and proposing novel approaches that connect BIM and BIPV that
support integrative processes and feedback from stakeholders. Survey to the main players of
the process.
 Data management: Digital (BIM) product data models. Collecting requirements (parametric?
data formats? usability in different phases?…). Standardization of digital (BIM) product data
models creation for BIPV (e.g. representative modules in standards vs. parametric product data
models). Identifying which of the approaches in fulfill these requirements and where further
development is required.
 Digital BIM-based process for BIPV. Definition of reference processes and requirements
(Interoperability? Usability for non-experts? Full flexibility vs. standard procedure?…).
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